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Editorial Board Foreword
Volume III Issue I
Introducing the fifth issue of J PPE

Over the past year, many social, economic, and public health events have
collectively struck the world. Towards the beginning of 2020, the COVID-19 virus
spread around the globe, and forced the world’s largest economic machines to
grind to a halt. Quarantine, and the pause it has entailed, has forced us to reevaluate
our financial institutions, supply chains, and the fuel that powers them. In the heat
of all this, the tragic loss of black lives at the hands of law enforcement, and the
protests that ensued have pushed us to reexamine our social institutions, and the
historical inheritance and presuppositions that form their bedrock. These issues are
complex, and can best be grappled with by employing a diversity of perspectives.
Economic projections quickly became incomplete without the incorporation of
public health knowledge, as decades-old understandings of politics seemed to be
upended by developments in North America, Europe, and beyond.
The Brown Journal of Philosophy, Politics, and Economics hopes to
continue exploring a diverse range of topics across the three lenses of philosophy,
politics, and economics throughout these difficult times. We hope our readers can
examine historical events through a more critical lens through pieces like “We
the Prisoners: Considering the Anti Drug Act of 1986, the War on Drugs and
Mass Incarceration in the United States,” while engaging with theories through the
lens of PPE in “A Gravity Model of Civic Deviance: Justice, Natural Duties, and
Reparative Responsibilities.” In light of hardships and change, critically engaging
with both theory and practice is more important than ever before. We hope that,
in being exposed to the topics discussed in this issue, our readers will be able to
join in discussions on global issues which will last long after the conclusion of the
current crises.
The Editorial Board
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Can you rationally disagree with a
prediction market?
Nick Whitaker
April 30, 2021

This paper brings together two literatures: That of the efficient
market hypothesis in economics and the relatively recent literature
on disagreement in epistemology. In economics, there has been
a substantial discussion of how markets aggregate knowledge
through prices. In the philosophy of disagreement literature, there
is significant agreement that you should defer to those with more
knowledge and better judgments than you. I argue that, given these
two conclusions, we are epistemically bound to defer to prediction
markets in most situations, though I discuss possible exceptions.

On the website PredictIt, one can find betting markets for a number of future
political events like “Who will be the 2020 Democratic nominee?”, “Will Maduro
be in office at the end of 2019?”, and “Will Trump be impeached in his first term?”
Shares can be bought at and sold at floating prices between $.01 and $.99, and
pay out a dollar if the bet wins. Share prices can be converted into probabilities,
i.e. a $0.25 share represents a P(.25). I pose the question of how a rational person
must change their credence when they encounter a prediction market like those
on PredictIt. I will argue that under almost all normal circumstances, it is not
rational to disagree with a well-functioning market. In fact, one should adopt
the credence suggested by the prediction market. As I argue, a well-functioning
prediction market is, on a given issue, almost always one’s epistemic superior
with regard to that issue because it tends to incorporate all available information
and aggregate that information effectively in its suggested credence. Given that
you are likely not incorporating all available information nor aggregating that
information into your credence, you are in a worse epistemic position about a
given issue than its prediction market is. Thus, upon encountering a prediction
market, you are rationally bound to adopt the credence suggested by it.
I see this conclusion as emerging naturally from the efficient market
hypothesis (EMH) literature in financial economics and the burgeoning
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disagreement literature in epistemology, but I think the combined implications
have been underappreciated. For example, together they imply that things which
normally guide our credence on a given issue – like pundits’ predictions or
our interpretations of poll data – ought to hold little influence, if any, over our
credence relative to the credence suggested by a prediction market. In many cases,
the suggested credence of a prediction market will be surprising. Often, one is
inclined to reject it. After looking at enough prediction markets, on will almost
certainly find a suggested credence that he or she is convinced is wildly wrong.
Nevertheless, I will argue that we should adopt the credence implied by markets,
despite how reluctant we may feel. Finally, as I will argue, if one refuses to adopt
the credence implied by a betting market and they are not averse to betting, the
most rational course of action would be to bet on that market.

The Market as an Epistemic Tool: A Short History
Markets are efficient. This is suggested by basic economic theory: Given
competitive markets and free entry, if people knew the price of an asset would rise
or fall, they would buy or sell the asset until the market price of the asset reflected
that information. This obviously cannot be exactly the case in reality; no markets
are perfectly competitive, and entry is never completely free. Yet just how efficient
markets are has been surprising to many, as this fact has been established by over
half a century of economic theory and empirical evidence. There are important
outstanding questions about how strong a claim “efficiency” should imply, and
whether there are times when markets are not efficient, referred to as market
anomalies. But, let us begin by reviewing the history of the theory.
Efficient Markets Hypothesis was popularized by University of Chicago
economist Eugene Fama. The idea began as an outgrowth of his dissertation,
published in The Journal of Business in 1965 as “The Behavior of Stock Prices.”
The paper argues that stock prices are essentially a “random walk” in that the
“patterns” perceived in the past performance of a stock in no way indicate the
stock’s future performance. Thus, for asset price movement to be a random walk,
the future price needs to be independent of past prices. As Fama writes:
In statistical terms independence means that the probability distribution
for the price change during time period t is independent of the sequence of price
changes during previous time periods. That is, knowledge of the sequence of
price changes leading up to time period t is of no help in assessing the probability
distribution for the price change during time period t. (35)
Given that future prices are independent from past ones, no amount of study
of the past performance of a stock will allow one to predict future performance. To
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the extent that the future is known, we should expect that information to be already
incorporated into the asset price.
Thus, the question becomes: Why are future prices independent of past
prices? It is this question that led Fama to his work on EMH. Roughly speaking,
if markets are efficient, only what is truly unknown is not incorporated into an
asset’s price, and thus future movements in that price are random. As investors
with information about the future buy and sell a given asset, the price of that asset
would come to reflect all available information about the future.
In 1970, Fama published his most cited paper, “Efficient Capital
Markets: A Review of Theory and Empirical Work” in The Journal of Finance.
In the paper, Fama clearly defined the terms on which a market can be considered
efficient: “A market in which prices always ‘fully reflect’ available information
is called ‘efficient.’” As this cannot be exactly true, Fama proposes it rather as a
null hypothesis in the paper. To test efficiency more precisely, Fama delineates
three versions of the hypothesis: The weak form, the semi-strong form, and the
strong form. The weak form states that markets are efficient if future performance
cannot be predicted from past prices. The semi-strong form states that markets are
efficient if future performance cannot be predicted based on any publicly available
information. The strong form states that the future performance cannot be predicted
even with insider information.
As the title of the paper suggests, Fama discusses the theoretical and
empirical foundations for our beliefs. The theoretical work is interesting, but
perhaps not worth exploring here. Essentially, there are different mathematical
models which are able to test different versions (weak, semi-strong, strong) of the
hypothesis. As Fama explains, early studies mostly focused on the weak version,
essentially testing for the independence of new prices from historic prices. As the
weak version gradually became established, research turned to the semi-strong
version, which can be thought of as the question of how quickly newly public
information is incorporated into market prices. Fama finds that tests of the semistrong EMH lend “considerable support” to the hypothesis (408). The strong
hypothesis had not been extensively studied at the time, but limited evidence
did show that insiders were able to generate super-normal returns, and thus asset
markets are likely not strong-form efficient. As Fama concludes, “For the purposes
of most investors the efficient markets model seems a good first (and second)
approximation to reality” (416).
Since its publication, Fama’s account of EMH has faced decades of
empirical scrutiny and has become a major topic of debate in finance. This is
especially true as EMH challenges the value proposition of active money managers,
who charge their clients fees to supposedly “beat the market.” According to EMH,
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their ability to do this is essentially as good as anyone else’s. Thus, many have
sought to demonstrate market inefficiencies of which savvy investors could take
advantage. There is a certain irony to this process, as whenever an inefficiency
becomes known it becomes accounted for in the market prices and thus the prices
cease to be inefficient. Conversely, in the event that everyone believed markets
were efficient and invested passively, markets would become inefficient.
A major meta-analysis of EMH literature was conducted in 2002 by Burton
G. Malkiel, one of Fama’s coauthors. As Malkiel writes, if market anomalies were
abound, we would expect that actively managed funds would be able to capitalize
on these anomalies and consistently make supernormal returns. Thus, we can test
market efficiency by looking at whether actively managed funds have been able to
outperform diversified index funds. When fees charged by actively managed funds
are considered, investment firms have actually underperformed relative to the
market (Malkiel 2002). This suggest that even to the extent markets are inefficient,
we are bad at consistently identifying these inefficiencies.

Beyond Finance: Prediction Markets
The key insight of EMH is an epistemic one: Markets tend to reflect all publicly
available information. Though the theory has been traditionally framed as a theory
of asset pricing, research was quickly done as to what information about the future
could be gleaned from asset prices. In 1975, Fama published a paper on “ShortTerm Interest Rates as Predictors of Inflation” to do just that.
Since then, the idea has been taken further, to structure assets for the
explicit purpose of efficiently aggregating information about the likelihood
of future events. Economist Robin Hanson has been a major proponent of this,
proposing that we develop “prediction markets,” sometimes referred to as “idea
futures” or “information markets”. Typically, a prediction market is structured
as a binary option that pays out either 0% or 100%. Thus, the price of bets can
be converted into credence. If the prediction market is quickly incorporating all
publicly available information, as EMH would suggest, then we can expect the
credences suggested by the prediction market to be maximally informed.

Relative Epistemic Positioning
Given the epistemic power of prediction markets, we may ask how we should
respond when we disagree with the credence suggested by the prediction market.
Perhaps the initial question in any disagreement scenario should be: “Are you in a
better position to judge B than your interlocutor is?” This question can be answered
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by considering a number of factors. Bryan Frances, in his book Disagreement,
enumerates a number of considerations for epistemic positioning. Some of his
main criteria are:
• Cognitive ability had while answering the question
• Evidence brought to bear in answering the question
• Relevant background knowledge
• Relevant biases
After these factors, we can follow the disagreement literature in
categorizing our interlocutor as being an epistemic peer, superior, or inferior on
the given issue B.
With this in mind, we can ask a central question: Given the efficiency
of prediction markets, what is their epistemic positioning relative to us? If
prediction markets are approximately semi-strong efficient, then, by definition,
they are incorporating all public information into their implied credence. In most
circumstances, one’s credence is formed with less information than all publicly
available information. Depending on the topic, the difference in information
between you and a given prediction market may be small or vast, but regardless,
the prediction market is likely your epistemic superior in this regard.
Additionally, a prediction market is almost certainly has better judgment
than you do. We can think of good judgment as aggregating information in an
accurate way. Implicit in any bet is the bettor’s weighting of his or her evidence. Just
as a bettor would have an opportunity to profit on unique evidence they possessed, so
to could they profit from weighting the evidence in a more accurate way than others.
For example, we can imagine a prediction market on a mayoral race for a town. Let
us assume that all of the relevant information about the race was comprised of three
polls, and everyone betting in the market was aware of this information. Though
there is no disparity between the bettors this information, a bettor could gain an edge
by having the best sense of which of the polls were more accurate than others. By
making these bets, he would push the betting market towards aggregating the poll
results in the most accurate way. A better would be incentivized to do this, as they
could profit off of a correct opinion until it was fully represented in the market price.
Indeed, we could think of good judgement (or accurately aggregating
information) as another type of information, higher-order information. So, we
should expect a prediction market to not only to be incorporating more information,
but also to be incorporating more higher order information leading to prediction
markets aggregating that information more accurately. Thus, we can classify
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prediction markets as epistemic superiors on their relevant proposition under
normal circumstances.

Disagreeing with Epistemic Superiors
In his paper “Reflection and Disagreement,” Adam Elga discusses how we should
be guided by our epistemic superiors. He gives the example of the weather person,
to whom we defer completely. If the weather person says there is a 60% chance
of rain today, my credence that there will be rain today becomes 60%. Elga calls
this treating the weather person as an “expert.” When someone is an expert with
regard to weather, “Conditional on her having probability x in any weatherproposition, my probability in that proposition is also x” (2). As Elga writes, this
means deferring to the expert on two accounts: Information and judgement. By
deferring to the weather person with respect to information, we admit that she has
more information (regarding weather) than we have. By deferring to the weather
person with respect to judgement, we admit that she has a better manner of forming
opinions (regarding weather) than us.
Presumably, some people or things should be treated as experts and some
people or things should not be. If a person or thing does deserve to be treated as an
expert on a given domain, we should defer to their credence. If a person or thing
does not deserve expert treatment, perhaps they or it should play some other role
in our credence formulation. As Elga points out, there are two obvious ways the
forecaster could cease to be an expert, either by failing to have more information
or in failing to have better judgement. If I knew that the weather person’s radar was
broken, and thus her information was corrupted, she would cease to be an expert.
Similarly, if she were very drunk such that her weather judgment was inhibited, she
would also cease to be an expert.
Given the previous discussion of EMH and prediction markets, I will
assume that they are, in general, incorporating more information and better judgment
into their suggested credence than a given individual is. Thus, a prediction market
is an expert with regard to its topic, and one should normally defer to it. However,
just as there are situations in which a weather person fails to be an expert with
regard to weather, we might expect that there are situations in which prediction
markets cease to be experts. Let’s discuss a few potential situations.

Information Errors
For any market to function, it must be sufficiently thick, as opposed to being a
thin market, one with few buyers and sellers. If I set up a prediction market on
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a subject and only allow three of my friends to bet on it, the market would have
only as much information as the three of my friends have, and thus could not
be considered an expert. For my purposes, I will limit the following discussion
to thick, functioning prediction markets, though thin markets would constitute
exceptions to my arguments here.
One initial first information error is that you might be privy to important
insider information that has not been incorporated into prediction market prices.
If that were the case, the prediction market would cease being an expert to you
on account of it lacking knowledge you have. However, whether there is insider
information that has not been incorporated into the price is a question of whether
prediction markets are efficient in the semi-strong sense or strong sense. As has
been discussed, stock markets have not been found to be efficient in the strong
sense. However, in the stock market, buying and selling stocks based on insider
information is illegal under insider trading laws. In many prediction markets,
which are not regulated by the US Securities and Exchange Commission, this is not
the case. So, one might expect more insider information is incorporated. Indeed,
there is a substantial question of whether the insider information you possess is not
already part of the price. If it is, your disagreement with the suggested credence of
the prediction market may not be justified.
So, there is a substantial question of whether your “insider information”
has not already been incorporated into the suggested credence of the prediction
market. However, let’s assume that the information is actually something only you
possess. How then, should the prediction market be treated? In this case, Elga
argues that we can treat the prediction market as a “guru.” In guru cases, rather
than accepting a credence unconditionally as we do with an expert, we can accept
their credence conditionally. We can formalize this following Elga. Let H represent
a given proposition and P’ represent the prediction market’s probability function.
In the expert prediction market case:
P (H| Prediction Market has P’) = P’ (H)
In the guru prediction market case where “X” is your insider information:
P(H|Prediction Market has P’) = P’ (H| X)
Thus, Elga advises we conditionalize the guru’s probability on our unique
information. So we truly have unique information, we can conditionalize the
prediction market’s implied credence on it to form our optimal credence.
How exactly this conditionalization should work could be simple or
complex. If you were the doctor of a presidential candidate and, after an appointment
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with the candidate, you came to the conclusion that the candidate had a terminal
illness and would die before the election, P’(H | X) would be near zero, as we
would obviously expect the prediction market to suggest something similar if the
information was known.
However, if you were a friend of a presidential candidate, and the candidate
told you: “I have just decided that tomorrow I will be announcing new policy X.
I have not told anyone besides you.” How could you conditionalize a prediction
market’s suggested credence on this information? It is hard to say. Perhaps you
could see if any other candidate had announced a similar policy, or look at how the
policy was polling, to try to get a sense of whether your candidate friend more or
less likely to be elected after he or she announces the policy. Yet, this will always
require some degree of guesswork and judgement. At the same time, this problem
is common to conditionalizing on other types of evidence. Let us assume that your
P(raintomorrow)=.5, and your friend said, “What would your credence be if I told
you my Dad guaranteed it would rain tomorrow?” You might have some sense of
this depending on what you knew about your friend’s father, but some degree of
fuzziness here seems inevitable.
Another possibility the market might have anomalies or biases which
would allow for a rational disagreement with its suggested credence. The most
commonly discussed bias in prediction markets is called “Favorite-Long-Shot
Bias.” The bias is an empirical phenomenon; bettors have been known to overvalue “long-shot” bets relative to favored ones. For example, the 1/50 horse at
the horse race might actually perform closer to 1/100. Both rational expectations
and behavioral explanations have been proposed to explain this phenomenon as
it violates EMH. The nature of the explanations themselves is not relevant to the
current discussion, but the existence of favorite-longshot bias does suggest that if
a prediction market is suspected to be manifesting the bias, one should treat the
market as a guru and conditionalize the market’s implied credence on the bias:

P (Long-Shot | Prediction Market has P’) = P’ (Long-Shot | Long-Shot Bias)
We may not be able to conditionalize perfectly, but we could look to
the typical effect size of long-shot bias in similar prediction markets, and try to
work towards the conditional probability from there. Thus, the bias can at least be
mitigated.
A final information error might be that a prediction market is being fed
bad information by a manipulating bettor, who, knowing that people were using
the prediction market inform their view about the future, seeks to manipulate the
prediction market. Hanson discusses this potential problem in 2007 paper, “A
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Manipulator Can Aid Prediction Market Accuracy.” As the title implies, Hanson
comes to the surprising conclusion that manipulators not only do not impede
the functioning of a prediction market, they make it more accurate. As Hanson
suggests, we can think of a potential manipulator as adding “noise” into the market.
Because of this noise, the expected return on accurate information increases,
thereby attracting more investors. With more investors, more information comes
into the market, making it more accurate. However, if you did suspected that other
investors were not capitalizing on the manipulator and correcting the market, you
could also conditionalize on the suggested credence of the market towards what the
suggested credence would look like without a manipulator.
Though there are potential information related risks, they seem to be
sufficiently uncommon that one should not expect them in normal circumstances.
Insider information is possible, though may not actually be truly non-public.
Prediction market biases may exist, but can be accounted for. Market manipulation
seems counterproductive. Information related errors should be looked for, but they
are not able to diminish the established informative power of prediction markets.

Judgment Errors
The second type of errors, judgment errors, relate to the ways in which information
is aggregated. Markets are one way of aggregating information, but there are others,
like deliberation. What if you came to your credence as part of a deliberating group,
incorporating the knowledge of many into your credence? Let us even assume,
for the sake of argument, that your deliberating group had access to all the same
information as all of the bettors in a given prediction market. If your credence
differs from the credence suggested from the betting market, would it be rational to
conciliate? Cass Sunstein takes on this issue in a 2006 paper, “Deliberating Groups
Versus Prediction Markets.” Sunstein points out that this is a particularly important
case, as many of our decisions and credences come about through deliberation
with others.
Why should we expect this deliberative process to be desirable, especially
relative to prediction markets? Indeed, as Sunstein argues, we should not expect
deliberation to work better. We should actually expect it to be a less efficient way to
aggregate information. Sunstein focuses primarily on two reasons: Group members
failing to disclose what they know out of deference to the public information
announced by others and social pressures leading members to not dissent from the
group. As Sunstein writes, “Groups often amplify rather than correct individual
errors; emphasize shared information at the expense of unshared information;
fall victim to cascade effects; and tend to end up in more extreme positions in
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line with the predeliberation tendencies of their members” (192-3). On the other
hand, prediction markets provide potential financial reward for individually held
information and contrarian opinions, succeeding exactly where deliberation fails.
Indeed, the profit motives makes uncommon knowledge especially profitable,
where social, deliberative situations make group approved, desirable information
most valuable. Thus, deliberation is, on average, a worse method of aggregation.
One still ought to defer to the judgment of the prediction market.
What about if you create another information aggregating mechanism to
inform your credence on a given issue that you think may outperform a prediction
market? There have been two notable recent attempts at this: Nate Silver in his
elections forecasting and Philip Tetlock’s Good Judgement Project.
In 2008, Nate Silver rose to prominence by using Bayesian statistical
techniques to aggregate poll results, leading to highly accurate electoral predictions.
Silver’s work provides a case study in whether advanced statistical techniques can
aggregate information more effectively a prediction market. In 2009, economist
David Rothschild tested Silver’s prediction against those suggested by a leading
prediction market at the time, Entrade. He concludes, “I demonstrate that early
in the cycle and in not-certain races debiased prediction market-based forecasts
provide more accurate probabilities of victory and more information than debiased
poll-based forecasts” (895). Rothschild’s technique is interesting. When he debiases
Silver’s results, they become more accurate than the raw prediction market results.
But, when he accounts for the favorite-longshot bias discussed earlier in the
prediction market results, the debiased prediction market becomes most accurate.
To put this into Elga’s framework, the prediction market makes for a better guru
than Silver.
Silver addresses the study directly in his book, The Signal and the
Noise. He takes some issues with Rothschild’s methodology, that he debiases the
prediction market results, and, more importantly, that the prediction markets move
in response to Silver’s poll aggregation. Yet nevertheless, as Silver writes, “Over
the long run, however, the aggregate forecast has often beaten even the very best
individual forecast.” Silver is skeptical of the current state of prediction markets,
thinking that there is not yet enough competition and the markets are still relatively
thin, but is open to their potential superiority. Thus, Silver asserts the earlier caveat,
that the current set of prediction markets, given the current legal restrictions on
them, may suffer from the market thinness discussed.
Philip Tetlock’s work on forecasting has also become an interesting
potential challenge to prediction markets. In Tetlock’s Good Judgement Project,
he sought out people who were outstanding at predicting the future over a number
if years. He called this group “superforecasters.” In his book on the subject,
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Superforcasting, Tetlock describes testing the results of teams of superforecasters
against prediction markets. His results: “Teams of ordinary forecasters beat the
wisdom of the crowd by about 10%. Prediction markets beat ordinary teams
by about 20%. And superteams beat prediction markets by 15% to 30%” (207).
The result is fairly surprising, given the power of prediction markets. But, it is
perhaps not entirely fair. As Tetlock admits, “I can already hear the protests from
my colleagues in finance that the only reason the superteams beat the prediction
markets was that our markets lacked liquidity: real money wasn’t at stake and we
didn’t have a critical mass of traders. They may be right” (207). Interestingly, the
argument is very similar to that of Silver, that the relatively small scale of current
prediction markets suggests they are not operating as well as they could be. So, if
you are a superforecaster working with a team of other superforecasters, perhaps
your group’s combined judgement is sufficiently better than current prediction
markets that you need not defer to them. But, this may cease to be true if better
prediction markets were developed.
So even between the narrow cases of Silver and Tetlock, the practitioners
themselves are skeptical of their own ability to beat more robust prediction markets.
And, this makes sense. As soon as a strategy develops an edge on prediction
markets, they are incentivized to bet on that information until their information is
fully incorporated into the betting market’s price. Indeed, a betting market can, as
is actually encouraged, to subsume all other deliberation mechanisms into it until
it obtains maximal accuracy.

Staying Steadfast Against Your Superiors
Let us assume you do not adopt the credence suggested by a prediction market because
you wish to remain steadfast and think the credence suggested by the prediction
market is incorrect. Bryan Frances discusses a similar epistemic situation in his
piece, “Philosophical Renegades,” where an amateur astronomer retains her belief
that Jupiter has fewer than 10 moons even after the vast majority of professional
astronomers have come to believe the planet has over 200 moons. The astronomer
has no concrete reason to reject the opinions of the expert astronomer community,
but perhaps would say she expects that the others are making a mistake. This is not
unlike the situation one is in disagreeing with a prediction market, as the prediction
market is likely aggregating all available evidence in an effective manner. To some
extent, the rationality of retaining one’s credence in the face of this disagreement
depends upon how much one knows about prediction markets. If he or she were
unaware of their epistemic virtues, the disagreement may be justified. But, if he or
she understood prediction markets, their disagreement may be blatantly irrational.

Prediction Market
There is another interesting dimension to disagreeing with prediction
markets, whether that be because you remained steadfast or because you have
conditionalized on the suggested credence of the prediction market. In either of
these situations, you should see yourself as having the opportunity to arbitrage.
Let us assume, for example, that a prediction market suggests that the chance of
Donald Trump being elected is P(.42), as PredictIt suggests at the time of writing.
Let us also assume that your credence in Donald Trump being reelected is (.1).
Given your credence of (.1), you would be rational to take a bet at 9/1 odds or
better that Trump is not reelected. A prediction market at P(.42) would offer odds
at 11/8. Indeed, if you really believe your credence is (.1), this should be seen as a
profitable strategy over the long run. If you do not have an adversity to betting, then
you should bet. Even if you treat the prediction market as a guru and conditionalize
against its suggested probability, rationality would still suggest you bet against the
market, as it would have positive expected value.

Conclusion
The disagreement literature discusses the different ways in which we should engage
with our epistemic peers, inferiors, and superiors. As I have shown, we should look
to prediction markets as our epistemic superiors, and as experts or gurus in Elga’s
sense.
I see this as being action guiding in a number of ways. First, if we wish
to have more accurate credences about future events, we should create larger scale
prediction markets. Second, when we have access to sufficiently thick prediction
markets, we should defer to their suggested credences. To the extent one disagrees
with a prediction market suggested credence, they should bet in the market as they
would have a positive expected return.
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This paper presents a ‘gravity model’ of civic deviance and the
principle of reparative responsibilities, addressing the question
of when citizens are justified in shirking their civic obligations.
Provided an unjust state, I raise the proposal that principled civic
deviance (CD) should be, at the very least, permissible to varying
levels as determined by a gravity equation. In select cases, I argue
that CD may be obligatory. The gravity model, which sets to define
the degree of permissible CD, features considerations such as the
unfairness of the basic social structure, the individual extent of
injustice faced, and the balance of CD-enabling natural duties
against CD-restricting natural duties. In responding to one’s
natural duty of justice, I claim that reparative responsibilities
(RR) consign varying degrees of CD obligations, depending on the
individual’s stake in injustice, beneficiary and contributory status,
capacity to prevent and respond. Hence, individuals affected by
an unjust state may permissibly, or necessarily, shirk their civic
obligations only in line with their natural duties and RR.

“[O]ne has a moral responsibility to disobey unjust laws.”
— Martin Luther King Jr.,
Letter from a Birmingham Jail
What conditions justify a citizen’s deviance from their civic obligations in a
constitutional democracy? And more importantly, whom does the scope of
justified civic deviance encompass? A common way of justifying uncivil actions
is to accept that we are only under a prima facie duty to obey particular laws (i.e.
when incivility poses seriously untoward consequences or involves an act that is
mala in se) and that we have no such obligation to obey all its laws. When some
laws surpass a given threshold of injustice, we may be justified in disobeying those
laws. On this justification, some have argued that all individuals who are subject
to unjust institutions in some manner should be allowed to challenge injustice by
shirking their civic norms of reciprocity. Others have argued that only those who
fall beyond the scope of tolerable injustice should be allowed to shirk their civic
obligations. So, where should the threshold for justified civic deviance be drawn
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among members bound to a scheme of reciprocity and social cooperation? Is there
a way to account for the level of injustice suffered individually along some sort of
tolerability gradient while also extending the scope of justified civic deviance to all
those within the broader scope of unjust institutions?
In this paper, I explain why an approach that selectively permits civic
deviance (henceforth ‘CD’)—proposed in Tommie Shelby’s “Justice, Deviance,
and the Dark Ghetto”—has to be reconsidered. I then outline the structure of what
I have come to think is the correct one. My most significant response to Shelby’s
argument focuses on his failure to offer details on setting thresholds as to when
deviant behavior is justified or at least excused. That said, I recognize that the main
aim of Shelby’s paper is only to stake out the conceptual grounds for these claims
and to illustrate that these are conceptual categories worth mining. I aim to engage
further in that mining process and to offer an original contribution to the debate by
re-examining Shelby’s threshold account. I introduce what I call a ‘gravity model’
of CD and the principle of reparative responsibilities to permit varying degrees of
CD for particular oppressed groups, while sustaining permission for all to exercise
CD—provided an unjust social structure, and a positive difference of natural duties
wherein CD-enabling natural duties outweigh CD-restricting natural duties. By
CD-justified, I will come to mean ~ (CD-forbidden) or CD-permissible, and in
select cases, CD-obligatory.
This paper is organized as follows. In Part I, I draw upon Shelby’s article,
“Justice, Deviance, and the Dark Ghetto” and review some of the basic building
blocks of CD. In section 1, I outline Shelby’s Rawlsian justification for CD, and
in section 2, I reconstruct his application of CD to the “black ghetto underclass”
of the United States. Section 3 is dedicated to pinpointing the inadequacies of
Shelby’s view. When only a particular subset of the population is permitted to
deviate from their civic obligations, there arises an imbalance of burden-sharing.
I claim that it is unfair for those who do not suffer from intolerable injustice (and
those who suffer from greater levels of intolerable injustice) to continue upholding
reciprocity wherewith unjust institutions, especially if continuing to do so clashes
with their natural duties.
In Part II, I lay out the elements of what I believe is a more adequate
approach. I begin by advancing on Shelby’s conception of the natural duty
of justice. In this light, I come to understand CD as that which extends to
those within the limits of tolerable injustice, and the differences in the level
of intolerable injustice will be accounted for through the gravity model of CD
along with the principle of reparative responsibilities (RR). Provided an unjust
social structure, all affected individuals are justified in shirking civic obligations
but nonetheless remain bound to natural duties and reparative responsibilities.
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I will finally elaborate on what I take to be the guiding conditions of permissible and
obligatory CD, drawing from the modern analytical political philosophy literature.

Part I: Reflections on “Justice, Deviance, and the Dark Ghetto”
1. Let me begin with an explanation of the preliminary concepts
underlying CD. In “Justice, Deviance, and the Dark Ghetto,” Shelby advances
on Rawls’s apparatus of justice as fairness. Shelby builds his argument from
the premise that within a liberal framework, justice, at least in part, is rooted
in the political value of “reciprocity between persons who regard each other
as equals,” bound together under a cooperative scheme for mutual advantage
(p. 129, emphasis mine).
The social, political, and economic institutions of the basic structure of
society fix an individual’s initial position within society, more or less favoring
some individuals in the distribution of benefits and burdens—of liberties, duties,
opportunities, and material advantages. Given that the basic structure bears an
immense and wide-ranging influence over an individual’s lifetime prospects,
which are deeply shaped by a social structure each individual did not choose,
Shelby argues that the social arrangement should be formed by institutions, i.e.,
governments, schools, firms, markets, and families, as to provide each individual
with a “fair chance to flourish” (p. 130). In this grander scheme of reciprocity, each
participant of the social structure has a legitimate claim to a fair chance not to have
their life prospects diminished by the social scheme in ways that cannot be justified
on impartial grounds.
It is in virtue of this groundwork of reciprocity, or the principle of fair
play, that ‘civic obligations’ have normative force. As a beneficiary of the primary
goods afforded by the cooperative enterprise, each citizen is expected to shoulder
an obligation to do their share as the arrangement requires, such that costs and
benefits are divided in an equitable way. Citizens then have a duty to bear a share
of the costs that are involved in the production of collective public goods. For
example, they should pay taxes, obey the law, and so forth. This obligation is owed
to those with whom one is cooperating, in order to maintain a fair basic structure.
Each citizen of a democratic polity is ipso facto bound to civic obligations as
required by the basic institutions. When a citizen evades or refuses to fulfill her
civic obligations, she attempts to gain from or exploit the cooperative labor of
others (‘free-riding’) without doing her fair share. The law-breaker acquires an
unfair advantage over her fellow citizens, and this, in turn, warrants punishment to
remove this advantage and re-establish a fair distribution of benefits and burdens
among all members of the society.
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Shelby further claims that an individual’s fair chance to thrive is a
necessary condition for reciprocity. Each citizen is bound to civic obligations only
“when these institutions are just” (p. 145). Citizens therefore are modus tollens
not obligated to submit to unjust institutions, or at least not to institutions that
“exceed the limits of tolerable injustice” (p. 145). Institutions that bring about
injustice that is so serious as to be intolerable allows special civic permissions for
disadvantaged individuals, that is, deviance from civic obligations or—as I term
it—CD. Since those who suffer from intolerable injustice have been deprived of
their fair share of benefits from the social scheme, they are not bound by the civic
norms of reciprocity they have as citizens.
As to determine who falls beyond and beneath the radius of intolerable
injustice, Shelby proposes the constitutional essentials standard, based on a loose
criterion of adequacy. These include the basic rights of a liberal democratic regime,
such as freedom of speech, conscience, assembly and association, political rights
and other supplementary rights. For all citizens to be provided adequate exercise
of these rights, Shelby adds, these rights should be impartially and effectively
enforced, not merely codified in law, such that all citizens can have confidence that
their rights will be respected by those with institutional power (p. 150).
Consider a society wherein constitutional essentials remain unsecured
for certain peoples, that is, the social structure deprives certain peoples of their
fair share of benefits. Shelby contends that in such a society, those affected by
intolerable injustice should not be expected to fulfill the civic obligations demanded
by unjust institutions. This is not to say, however, that those affected by intolerable
injustice should be released from moral duties altogether. Here, Shelby provides a
clear distinction between civic obligations required by all proper citizens, versus
natural duties, which unconditionally bind to all moral persons regardless of their
associational or institutional ties. Thus, while an individual beyond the limits of
tolerable injustice may deviate from civic obligations, at no point in time can any
person permissibly abandon natural duties.
One striking natural duty that Shelby highlights is the natural duty of
justice. Drawing from the Rawlsian project, the two sub-principles of this natural
duty are as follows: for each individual (1) to uphold and comply with just and
efficient institutions when they do exist, and (2) to support the establishment of
just and efficient institutions when they do not yet exist. The ‘positive’ natural duty
of justice provides reason for CD, while its ‘negative’ form provides reasons for
individuals not to deviate from their civic obligations.
2. Implementing these concepts into practice, Shelby pictures the plight
of the black ghetto underclass in the United States. Shelby describes a widely
assumed narrative about the urban poor, wherein residents live in the dark ghetto
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due to their self-defeating attitudes and malicious conduct, and thus violate
legitimate expectations for civic reciprocity, including a duty to obey the law and
support themselves through licit jobs. Under such misinformed narratives, when
the ghetto poor engage in criminal activity (i.e., theft, drug-dealing, prostitution)
or refuse to accept menial, low-paying, unsatisfying jobs, these actions appears to
be “a failure of reciprocity on their part” (p. 146). Such attitudes call for acts of CD
to be characterized as irresponsible lawbreaking and unenterprising criminality,
and for such acts to be rightfully prosecuted and punished.
Shelby contends that this is the wrong conclusion to draw, however, since
the mere existence of the dark ghetto—with its “combination of social stigma,
extreme poverty, racial segregation… and shocking incarceration rates”—proves its
incompatibility with any meaningful form of reciprocity among free and equal citizens
(p. 150). There is sufficient reason to believe that the constitutional essentials standard
is not currently met in dark ghettos of the United States. Since the black ghetto poor
live under the rule of institutions that exceeds the limits of tolerable injustice, they
thereby have a legitimate claim of deviance from civic obligations. That is to say,
when the ghetto poor engage in criminal activity, refuse to accept menial jobs, or
bear contempt for society, disrespecting the authority of the law qua law, they do not
“violate the principle of reciprocity or shirk valid civic obligations” (p. 151).
If the social scheme miserably fails to embody the value of reciprocity for
a certain group of peoples, those who are deprived of their fair share of benefits
from social cooperation should not be required to reciprocate in civic obligations.
There exist no valid civic obligations demandable from the victims of intolerable
injustice, especially when the unaffected others—albeit unknowingly—profit from
the unjust social structure.
Again, even if a society is deeply stained by injustice, moral duties remain
owed to one another in the form of natural duties. Natural duties, including the
duty not to be cruel, to help the needy and the vulnerable, not to cause unnecessary
suffering, to respect the moral personhood of others, to help bring about just
institutions, must be satisfied in the enactment of CD. Forms of deviant behavior
that are compatible with natural duties, for instance, shoplifting and petty theft,
may be conceived as permissible. Other extremes of deviance—for instance, some
forms of gangsterism, which involves the use of “violence, threats, and intimidation,
to forcibly extract money, goods, and services from others... [maiming] and even
[killing]” (p. 137)—violate natural duties, namely the duty not to be cruel, not to
cause unnecessary suffering, to show respect for the moral personhood of others,
etc., and thus are always morally unjustified for all people, regardless of the inequity
of a social scheme. On this regard, we may rule out forms of CD that involve mala
per se, while still permitting CD acts that involve mala prohibita.
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To briefly recapitulate, Shelby’s discussion brings into light a discussion
of fairness and political obligations. Shelby’s view is that the empirical facts show
that the conditions of political obligations do not hold. He proposes that in unfair,
oppressive, or unjust social structures, individuals are no longer bound to a scheme
of reciprocity, while nonetheless having natural duties.
3. Up to this point, my discussion—and certainly that of Shelby’s—has
revolved around the implications of justifiable civic deviance for the ghetto poor, or
those beyond the threshold of intolerable injustice. The question now extends to what
civic obligations, permissible deviance, and natural duties are to be for those within
the limits of tolerable injustice, including the benefactors of the unjust social regime.
For individuals who are not themselves affected by intolerable injustice, Shelby’s
understanding of CD asserts that they should nonetheless remain bound to the
duties of the unjust regime, and they would not be justified in shirking their
valid civic obligations. On Shelby’s account, such individuals remain bound to a
cooperative reciprocal scheme to do their fair share as a beneficiary of the primary
goods afforded by the social scheme, even if there are those who may not be bound
to it (i.e. the ghetto poor).
Let me invoke a hypothetical example to illustrate this point. Imagine
a team of laborers— Dongbaek, Yongsik, and Jongryul—who sign a contract to
work cooperatively under a scheme of mutual advantage in a table-lifting business.
If laborer Dongbaek does not receive a fair share of benefits for the work that
she performs in lifting an equivalent proportion of the table’s weight, and if this
were to amount to Shelby’s standard of intolerable injustice, then Dongbaek
may permissibly deviate from her civic obligations, that is, to drop her end of
the table and walk away without being subject to moral criticism on this basis.
Shelby’s argument continues in the implication that Dongbaek’s deviance does
not render null the civic obligations (to move the table) owed by laborers Yongsik
and Jongryul, who remain fairly compensated for lifting the table. Since Shelby’s
standard of fairness is merely that of adequacy, let’s imagine that Yongsik wellbeyond meets the fairness requirement (i.e. Yongsik receives an attractive bonus
on top of his standard compensation), whereas Jongryul barely meets the adequacy
threshold (i.e. Jongryul is provided with minimally adequate wage compensation
for his labor). Regardless of Yongsik’s and Jongryul’s differing proximities from
the threshold of tolerable injustice, insofar as they are fairly compensated—
according to Shelby’s definition, not the Rawlsian standard—as beneficiaries of
the (unjust) reciprocal scheme, Yongsik and Jongryul, who are not themselves
affected by intolerable injustice, may not exercise CD.
There seems to arise an interesting conflict here. Shelby’s initial words on
what establishes civic obligation is as follows: “[E]ach citizen has an obligation to
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fulfill the requirements of the basic institutions… when these institutions are just”
(p. 145, emphasis mine). This implies, in converse, that when these institutions
are unjust, each citizen bears no obligation to fulfill the civic requirements of the
basic institutions. Extending on this suggestion, perhaps the standard of appropriate
CD should be set at a lower bar, more broadly, such that the mere existence of
unjust institutions invalidates a baseline of civic obligations for all citizens. As to
delineating precisely what set of civic obligations consists of this threshold is a subject
for further study. When Yongsik and Jongryul—after Dongbaek’s departure—
now must lift heavier weights of the table for the same wage, they may decide
that this entire table-lifting venture is fundamentally exploitative, skewed from the
ground up, since the social structure generates enormously unfair distributions. In
continuing to uphold this scheme along with its unjust institutions, Yongsik and
Jongryul sustain injustice, perhaps contravening on positive natural duties, notably
that of justice. All the while, other negative natural duties, for instance, the duty not
to cause unnecessary suffering, prevent an extended of abuse of CD for the wrong
reasons. There is sufficient reason to think that those unaffected by intolerable
injustice may be permitted to shirk a baseline of civic obligations given a persisting
unjust social structure (defined by some standard of unfairness).
On the other side of the spectrum, imagine workers Sangmi and Gyutae,
who similar to Dongbaek, suffer from Shelby’s conception of intolerable injustice:
the lack of constitutional essentials. Both Sangmi and Gyutae suffer from great
intolerable injustice, falling far beyond adequacy conditions. Whereas Sangmi
exercises CD, Gyutae does not. Here, Dongbaek’s exercise of CD, which seems to
extend symmetrically for all those affected by intolerable injustice, takes advantage
of Sangmi and Gyutae (and Yongsik and Jongryul), while Sangmi’s exercise of CD
gains from the persisting social cooperation of Gyutae (and Yongsik and Jongryul).
Imagine a case where Dongbaek steals a loaf of bread for herself, having starved
for three days. For the purpose of illustration, let’s presume that the number of days
starved—of one’s and one’s dependents—is the dimension by which we measure
‘unfairness.’ If Sangmi also hopes to steal a loaf of bread for himself and his entire
family who have starved for seven days, but if Dongbaek’s deviance necessarily
prevents Sangmi from doing so, it seems as if Dongbaek’s CD (indirectly) takes
advantage of Sangmi, and wrongly so. Both Dongbaek and Sangmi would be taking
advantage of Gyutae, who, having already completed one excruciating day of
work, still has no purchasable food from the bakery to feed himself and his family,
starving for 12 days. Given that Gyutae continues to hold onto the table while
suffering from greater intolerable injustice—defined by a more pressing need for
constitutional essentials—than compared to Dongbaek and Sangmi, it seems that
Dongbaek harms the innocent Sangmi and Gyutae, and Sangmi takes advantage
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of Gyutae, and in both cases, the worst off is harmed. Thus, a CD permissibility
condition of proportionality to one’s status of injustice faced appears relevant here.
Given an initial baseline of permissible CD, I find it necessary that an additional
permission to CD considers the level of intolerable injustice each individual suffers
as a result of the unjust basic structure, establishing a gradient of tolerability.

Part II: Outline of a more adequate approach
The real puzzle of CD is, then, not how to draw a threshold line for the fairness of
institutions and for the adequacy of constitutional essentials, but instead, how we
should be accounting for the level of injustice suffered by individuals while also
extending the scope of justified CD to all individuals within the broader scope of
unjust structures and institutions.
I thus propose a gravity model of justified CD. This model is not intended
to be taken as a literal, mathematic formula that citizens can employ to meticulously
calculate their degree of permissible CD. Rather, I provide this model in the spirit
of opening up alternative ways to think about CD and its implications. The model
(first pass), taking into account the discussion on burden-sharing (§I.3, supra) is
as follows:
Permissible CD (first pass) = extent of the unfairness of the basic structure
(measure of unfairness of institutions) •
extent of injustice faced (measure of tolerability)
The first equational factor is the baseline concerning the fairness of the
rules, laws, principles, and institutions that constitute the basic social structure,
or the fairness of the basic structure itself. Since this first factor is more broadly
applicable, Rawls’s somewhat more demanding standard of justice as fairness could
be applied here. The second factor refers to the individual measure of injustice faced:
those who are subject to greater forms of (intolerable) injustice may be allowed
greater CD permissions. This relation is modeled in Figure 2.1. Both Rawls’s and
Shelby’s standards of fairness, the FEO and DP versus constitutional essentials, are
not mutually exclusive, for they may be modeled on the same gradient as follows
in Figure 2.2, with steeper inclines for each threshold crossing. Other models of
fairness could be introduced here (i.e. insert dimension-D along the x-axis or add
in threshold-T in place of Rawls and Shelby’s standards). In Figure 2.2, Rawls’s
threshold is positioned to the left of Shelby’s since it is an ideal of justice that
makes it harder for unjust societies to fulfill: it is more likely for unjust institutions
not to meet the requisites of Rawls’s standard of justice as FEO and DP (footnote
7, supra) than to achieve Shelby’s fairly looser standard of adequacy.
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Natural duties, particularly that of justice, also play a significant role as
a factor regulating CD. The second sub-principle of the natural duty of justice
holds that each moral agent has a duty—in helping to bring about just rules, laws,
principles, and institutions—to fight against unjust rules, laws, principles, and
institutions, plausibly by means of CD. These CD-enabling (positive) natural duties
may also be limited by CD-restricting (negative) natural duties, for instance, to not
be cruel, etc., which impose restrictions on the exercise of CD. Considerations of
alternative (i.e. legal) forms of resistance to the unjust basic structure (i.e. peaceful
protests, petitions, authorized public events, and other law-respecting acts of
solidarity) also fall under the category of CD-restricting natural duties. On this
basis, indiscriminate and unwarranted forms of ex ante violence on the innocent
can be restricted. What I call the difference of natural duties (ND difference) thus
permits CD if and only if the CD-enabling factors outweigh the CD-restricting
factors; if the natural duty of justice to upturn severely unjust structures compels
the exercise of CD over all other natural duties. If the CD-restricting factors
override the CD-enabling features, then CD may, at the very least, face moral
limits. If the CD-restricting factors are so great as to cancel out the extent of the
unfairness of the basic structure and the extent of intolerable injustice faced, then
CD may not be justified.
At this point, there arises another relevant concern on whether or not CD
could be, in select cases, not only permissible or encouraged but also necessary or
required. Building upon the brief mention of alternative forms of action (subsumed
under ND difference), I have come to believe that certain forms of CD may be
morally necessary to fulfill natural duties when all other alternatives to CD and its
weak forms have been completely exhausted (footnote 26, supra). When a member
of the ghetto poor, having exhausted all other (i.e. legal) alternatives of securing
adequate resources to feed himself and his family, decides to steal a morsel of
bread from the bakery next door, he may not merely be permitted but rather
obligated to do so. For if he refuses to steal bread and feed his family, he violates
the natural duties of self-respect, respect for the moral personhood of others, and
duty not to cause unnecessary suffering, among others. The pressing immediacy
of respect and preventable suffering for his family outweighs the dues of respect
for the bakery-owners.
Under some circumstances, a failure to exercise CD represents a failure
to do one’s own part in upholding one’s natural duty of justice: those who blindly
obey, rather than those who disobey the law, may be accused of perpetuating and
sustaining vehement forms of injustice, and be accused of free-riding on their
fellow citizens’ cooperative moral efforts. The need for solidarity may call upon
CD not merely as a supererogatory act but rather as an obligation: when Gyutae,
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for instance, fails to exercise CD—which incurs on his, others’, and their shared
natural duties—he might be contravening valid CD obligations.
By invoking familiar normative categories, we may formulate ‘CDjustified’ in the following forms: CD-permissible or ~(CD-forbidden), and CDobligatory. At the very least, provided an unjust social structure with its set of
unjust institutions and so forth, we necessarily have CD-permissible—though to
varying degrees depending on the gravity model equation—and ~(CD-forbidden).
In select cases, determinable by when a neglect of CD seriously contravenes on
ND, we may have CD-obligatory.
I propose a further original condition to CD: the principle of reparative
responsibilities (RR). Provided a case of justified CD, not only do citizens retain
their natural duties (i.e. to respect others’ humanity, etc.) but also come to bear a
new set of obligations—in varying degrees—to restore or re-establish reciprocity,
trust, and civic cooperation in the long run. This need not be immediate. Let’s
return to the table-lifting example. When a member drops their portion of the table,
and when others express solidarity by dropping their portion of the table in an
act of radical reform, all members are still due respect to another as equal moral
persons (and perhaps the table-dropping is a vehement expression that this has not
been the case), and now may be tasked with another duty to work in reallocating
the burdens (or benefits) so as to provide for a fairer share of benefits (or burdens).
In addition, all individuals—including those who do not eventually engage in
CD—now bear the responsibility to amend these damaged social bonds, restore
justice, and provide closure to affected victims. RR imposes a duty on all to work
towards the adjusting and redrafting of the fundamental social conventions so as to
reduce unjust laws and practices in a continued process of reflective equilibrium.
In carrying forth the duty of justice, individuals equipped with
greater powers and benefits (as a result of unjust institutions) should be bound
to a correspondingly greater set of RR to countermand injustice; individuals
(i.e. Yongsik in the table-lifters case) with a greater capacity and ability to prevent
or counter injustice, in a better situated position to influence change, as well as
those who are greater beneficiaries of and contributors to injustices, should be
held to a greater degree of responsibility in amending unjust institutions. That
said, the underlying RR extends also to the victims of intolerable injustice, as they
play a part, albeit small, in sustaining unjust social structures. The ghetto poor,
for instance, may not be held to the same degree of RR as the uber rich, provided
that RR varies depending on an individual’s relational status in the social scheme.
Since justice as fairness demands an unequal distribution of primary goods, RR
extends unequally depending on the individual stake in injustice, capacity for
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political sway, beneficiary, and contributory status until at least society is tolerably
just. RR, like any obligations, compel individuals to take action.
Given these additions, my gravity model of CD may be revised as follows:
Justified (Permissible/Obligatory) CD = [extent of the unfairness of the basic
structure • extent of (intolerable) injustice faced] •
[ND difference] in line with [ND • RR]
An act of CD is justified if and only if—and to the extent that—the basic
structure is unjust and the individual faces an extent of intolerable injustice, or CDenabling factors override CD-preventing factors. Acts of CD should be undertaken
with natural duties of justice and reparative responsibilities in mind, which—to
varying degrees—impose the normative considerations of respect for humanity
and the (eventual) restoration of social cooperation. Acts of CD are obligatory, as
opposed to merely permissible, provided the exhaustion of non-CD alternatives
and of the least harmful forms of CD, or when unanimously called for by the
natural duty of justice.
Working together, the ND difference and RR ensure that CD does not
arise out of cathartic or exploitative motivations or aims (supra footnote 20) but
rather occurs in line with ND and RR. It is important to note that in the equation
of justified CD, I preclude concerns of political effectiveness or pragmatism.
Similar to Rawls’s reasoning, the effectiveness of CD does not establish the
right of deviance, but once that right is independently established, CD should
be shouldered with political effectiveness in mind. As Shelby declares, if street
capital is to be converted into “political capital in a resistance movement”
(p. 160), the oppressed should, whenever possible, publicly register dissent.
The justification of CD provides an inquiry into the nature of justice,
civic obligations, natural duties, and reparative responsibilities. My gravity model
of CD provides a different way of thinking about questions of civic and moral
agency, and the duties that individuals should carry depending on the justness of
their social structure, alongside the special obligations and responsibilities that
follow from their unique standing in the basic structure. Members within unjust
structures who exercise CD with respect to their natural duties and reparative
responsibilities should not be, echoing Shelby’s words, “demonized, stigmatized,
or otherwise dehumanized, just as surely as they should not be romanticized”
(p. 160). The ultimate goal is, after all, to shape meaningful bonds of solidarity,
to build meaningful political alliances, and to invite the joint action needed to
establish and maintain justice.
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Kant’s account of the duty of beneficence as a wide, imperfect
duty initially seems at odds with our intuitive belief that helping
others is, at least in some cases, morally obligatory. Various
Kantian philosophical accounts have constructed different ways
to address this problem. In this paper, I adopt and expand on
Karen Stohr’s account of the duty of beneficence as a two-part
duty composed by a wide duty to help others and a narrow duty to
avoid indifference. After observing that merely adopting this view
seems to result in over-stringency, I then argue that perfect and
imperfect duties to others and the self act as counterarguments to
claims of indifference.

We have obligations to help others. That fact seems almost universally intuitive;
it appears quite clear that, at least in some instances, we are somehow morally
deficient if we fail to help other people. What is often less clear is the source
of such strong obligations, and what sorts of concerns have the capacity to limit
them. In this paper, I aim to construct a system of Kantian obligations that define
and adequately bound our duty to help others, then consider the implications that
system of obligations has on everyday life. I will argue that we should adopt Karen
Stohr’s model of beneficence as a two-part duty where the duty to avoid indifference
towards others in their role as end-setters is bounded and framed within duties to
oneself, particularly duties to avoid servility and to respect one’s own status as a
setter of ends.
I will briefly summarize Kant’s view before proceeding. Kant divides
duties into perfect and imperfect, as well as wide and narrow, categories. Taking
Kant’s universal law formulation, if the maxim of a particular action’s very
conception cannot be universalized without inherent contradiction, it violates a
perfect duty; if the maxim results not in contradiction in conception but rather in
contradiction of the will, it violates an imperfect duty. For example, making a false
promise to a friend to repay a loan violates a perfect duty, because the concept
of lying is only coherent when truth is assumed, and universalizing the maxim
that “one ought to lie to a friend in order to get money” would result in a world
where that assumption would deteriorate, making the concept of lying incoherent.
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Alternatively, under Kant’s humanity formulation, perfect duties are violated when
someone treats another person as a mere means (fails to show respect for humanity
as a negative end), while imperfect duties involve obligations to value and show
respect for humanity as setters of ends.
Perfect duties are always narrow—they are stringent, and we have an
obligation to follow them at all times. Imperfect duties, however, can be broader
or narrower, depending on the degree and kinds of latitude afforded to them.
Generally speaking, broader duties allow for more variation than narrower duties
in how they are achieved and the degree to which they are pursued at any given
time. Wide duties leave “playroom (latitudo) for free choice in following the law”
and “cannot specify precisely in what way one is to act and how much one is to do
by the action,” Kant says, but cautions that they don’t grant carte blanche to “make
exceptions to the maxim of actions but only as permission to limit one’s maxim of
duty by another.” Consequently, “Fulfillment of [imperfect duties] is merit = +a,
but failure to fulfill them is not in itself culpability = -a, but rather mere deficiency
in moral worth = 0, unless the subject should make it his principle not to comply
with such duties.” In other words, people are standardly praiseworthy for taking
actions that fulfill imperfect duties, but are not standardly blameworthy for failing
to do so on any particular occasion.
At first glance, then, it might seem as if Kantian moral theory does not
adequately address the scope of duties of beneficence—obligations to help others.
The duty of beneficence is imperfect, since violating it stems from a contradiction
in the will. We can conceive of a world in which nobody helps anyone else or
adopts others’ ends as their own, but such a world would ultimately result in the
frustration of our own ends, and therefore cannot be rationally willed, since one
cannot rationally will the frustration or denial of one’s own ends (as doing so would
mean willing against what one wills). Because the duty of beneficence is a wide,
imperfect duty—one that affords real latitude in the manner and extent to which it
is met—it seems difficult to square with intuitive judgements about situations in
which one is truly obligated to help another person. For example, in cases of easy
rescue (say, a child drowning in a bathtub a foot away from someone able to help) it
seems like anyone who does not perform the rescue is displaying immoral behavior
rather than simply not displaying moral behavior. It seems like not only do they
have a particularly strong sort of obligation to others to help, but also that they are
standardly blameworthy for failing to do so even if they do not make it a principle
to fail to help in those sorts of instances. If, by some bizarre set of circumstances, I
encounter five different children drowning in shallow water in one day, I could not
justify not saving the fifth by pointing to the other four I had saved that day to show
that it was clearly not my principle to avoid helping drowning children (or people in
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general). Such an attempted justification would seem absurd for instances similar to
this. This is a real problem for proponents of Kantian ethics—it seems as if Kantian
moral philosophy is not demanding enough in cases like these. Cases of easy rescue
pose a strong (though, I contend, not insurmountable) challenge to latitudinarian
accounts of the duty of beneficence (accounts that argue that the duty of beneficence
inherently grants latitude in terms of the means by and extent to which it is pursued).
Broadly, there seem to be three different approaches one could take when confronted
with this problem, and while I only aim to pursue one, it seems worthwhile to at
least sketch out the others and briefly address the reasons they fall short. First, one
could accept the problem itself as reason enough to reject Kantianism in general.
Because I contend that the problem, while significant, is not insurmountable,
this approach seems to me to fall short. Second, one could bite the bullet and
simply say our intuition is wrong in those cases of easy rescue, but it seems quite
implausible that our intuitions surrounding these cases are wrong, so a solution
that is able to account for them without abandoning the ethical framework we want
to preserve would be better. Third, one could abandon, alter, or expand upon the
latitudinarian account of beneficence specifically. This is the approach I will utilize.
There have been a few different proposed Kantian solutions surrounding the
latitudinarian account of beneficence: by finding a more rigorist interpretation of
duties of beneficence (while still being constrained by perfect duties) as David
Cummiskey does, by appealing to “true needs’’ as opposed to “wants” as Barbara
Herman does, and by arguing that the wide duty of beneficence is framed in part
by a narrow duty to avoid indifference to others as Karen Stohr does. I will argue
for Stohr’s approach, then modulate it in the face of a serious concern.
For Stohr, what we ordinarily construe as a single duty of beneficence
is really comprised of two parts: “a wide duty to perform helping actions on
occasion and a narrow duty to avoid an attitude of indifference towards others
as end-setters.” On many occasions, we can be non-indifferent without actively
helping another person. To illustrate, Stohr gives the example of wishing someone
luck before they go out in the rain to get a ticket to a concert they really want to
see or congratulating them when they return with a ticket. However, this is not
always the case—in the cases of easy rescue I have been discussing, the only way
to avoid indifference is to rescue the person, since anything short of helping them
constitutes a wanton display of indifference.
The duty to avoid indifference as constructed by Stohr is imperfect (since
it stems from a requirement to adopt a maxim rather than perform or abstain from
a particular action, and violations result in a contradiction of the will rather than
a contradiction in conception inherent to universalizations of indifference), but
the sort of latitude it allows is only in the manner in which it is achieved and
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not the extent to which it is achieved, because displaying indifference towards a
person involves not adopting “the attitude that her ends carry moral significance
insofar as they are her ends,” and displaying indifference therefore shows a lack
of acknowledgement for her “status as a setter of ends.” Therefore, because the
duty of non-indifference is narrow in this particular sort of way, we owe nonindifference to others at all times, so actions that show indifference are never
permissible—unless avoiding indifference would necessarily result in the violation
of a perfect duty—and cases of easy rescue, for example, always necessitate action,
since helping is the only way to avoid violating the stringent imperfect duty of nonindifference as constructed by Stohr.
I will illustrate this distinction with an example from the superhero web
serial Worm, in which a character named Panacea has the power to quickly heal
any disease or injury. This power has also given her a sense of obligation that has
dominated her life—she gained the power when she was a young teenager, and
ever since then, she has felt that every moment she takes to herself is horrendously
selfish since she could be, for example, visiting a hospital to cure every cancer
patient there instead.
Suppose Panacea walks past a large hospital on her way to see a movie
with her sister Victoria. Of course, she knows there are almost certainly dozens
if not hundreds of people who stand a very real chance of dying if she doesn’t
help them immediately. Since all it costs her to save dozens of lives is that she
postpone or cancel movie night with her sister, it might seem as if choosing to
see the movie over saving lives is necessarily a display of indifference, no matter
how many people she saved earlier that day—much as walking past a drowning
child one could easily save at effectively zero cost to oneself results in a display of
indifference no matter how many drowning children one has helped so far that day.
Panacea also cannot just wish the patients well or pursue some other non-helping
action to satisfy the constraint of non-indifference, since any well-wishes or nonhelping action would seem horrendously insincere—she could have actually cured
their illnesses and injuries but chose not to due to a more or less insignificant cost
to herself.
So, under a plain reading of Stohr’s model, Panacea would seem to be
expressing indifference whenever she decided to go see a movie with her sister
instead of saving hundreds of lives, and since non-indifference is owed to others at
all times, she can never permissibly see a movie with her sister, since she will never
reach a point where nobody is in need of her help. But it seems difficult to square
that result with our own intuition.
While there are obviously no Panaceas in the real world, some trained
medical professionals might feel the same sort of burden. Take one of the
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permutations of Stohr’s example about a doctor “performing life-saving surgery
on impoverished people in developing countries.” Suppose that the doctor plans
on taking a flight home in an hour (not to attend to any particularly urgent crisis at
home, simply because they want to go back), but someone appears in their waiting
room in urgent need of such a surgery, which will take two hours. It seems to be
a display of indifference to ever prioritize not delaying one’s flight over another
person’s life. However, it seems intuitive that a moral theory ought not require them
to stay indefinitely if they are helping in such a region. Resultantly, it seems like
something is missing from the account that simply argues that we have a narrow
imperfect duty to avoid indifference—it seems to be, in some cases, too stringent.
It now seems that a Kantian approach has to be able to thread the needle
between never requiring a particular act of aid and being over-demanding (e.g.,
requiring the surgeon to stay indefinitely). I contend that, in some cases, the only way
to effectively do this from a Kantian lens is to appeal to certain duties to oneself—a
perfect duty to refrain from servility, and imperfect duties that stem from the duty to
respect one’s own autonomy—and use them to bound or frame duties to help others.
First, let’s consider possible duties to others that might allow the surgeon to leave, both
intuitively and within a Kantian framework. It is simply the case that any sort of perfect
duty one has to another “trumps” the narrow, imperfect duty of non-indifference if
the two are ever reasonably in conflict—that’s a fundamental quality of perfect duties.
But certain sorts of urgent, narrow, imperfect duties can act to allow the surgeon to
leave as well. Suppose the surgeon has a son at home who was just critically injured
in a car crash, and needs to leave as soon as they can to be there for him. At this point,
the sort of familial obligations the surgeon has can serve as a justification for leaving
even if a patient has just come to the waiting room in need of assistance, because we
can imagine the surgeon justifying their decision to the patient with something along
the lines of “of course, I don’t want to leave you in the lurch, and it hurts me deeply that
I can’t help you, but I have to go see my son.” The patient almost certainly won’t like
this, but they cannot reasonably see the surgeon as displaying indifference through
that action. So it is possible that some obligations to others can act as a sort of counter
to any claim another might make that they are displaying indifference—exactly what
sorts of obligations can function that way depends largely on the circumstances.
Since certain important obligations the surgeon has to others can allow
them to leave, it seems as if they aren’t trapped after all. But something important
is missing in this solution. It is always possible to include in the construction of
our scenario that there is no other obligation to others that is sufficient to act as
a counter to claims of indifference. For example, if the obligation for a family
member is sufficient to counter claims of indifference, we can simply stipulate that
the surgeon has no family, and we can continue doing this for any given condition.
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Ideally, our solution would include a broad account of the sorts of duties that are
sufficient to counter claims of indifference.
In sum, appealing to certain obligations to others to counter the overlystringent demand of non-indifference seems to fall short of an adequate solution.
We are in need of a different kind of solution. In addition to obligations we
owe to others, Kant also argues that we have duties to ourselves that are no less
deliberatively impactful than our duties to others. I will argue that the surgeon
can justify flying home by appealing to such duties to the self rather than duties
to another person, duties which are (as before) divided into perfect and imperfect
duties.
One such duty to oneself is the perfect duty to avoid servility. Thomas
Hill, a modern Kantian moral philosopher, defines servility as a “kind of
deferential attitude towards others resulting from ignorance or misunderstanding
of one’s moral rights” or, when aware and educated on those rights, “a willingness
to disavow one’s moral status, publicly and systematically, in the absence of any
strong reason to do so.”
On face value, it seems strange that avoiding servility would be a
perfect duty. It has been established that adopting the ends of others as your own
is an imperfect duty, after all. But upon reflection, avoiding servility is a perfect
duty since abnegation of one’s own ends to satisfy the ends of others creates a
contradiction if universalized: completely subsuming one’s own ends to the ends
of others results in an individual whose only actual ends are the ends of others, and
if universalized, nobody has any ends for anyone else to achieve. Here is why. If I
adopt a servile attitude, I am taking up an attitude that I matter less than others from
a moral standpoint, and that therefore my ends have no real deliberative weight
or moral value compared to the ends of (at least some) others. Consequently, I
cannot really be said to put any significant moral stock in my own ends, instead
subsuming them to the ends of others, and therefore do not really hold my own
ends, since holding an end means believing it carries some real normative weight.
If this attitude of servility is thus universalized, nobody really values or holds their
own ends in any meaningful way, so servility, which relies on others holding ends,
is an incoherent concept. Servility results in a contradiction in conception rather
than a contradiction in the will. Alternatively, this can be framed in terms of the
humanity formulation, which contends that since to be servile is to treat yourself as
a means to the ends of others, someone who is servile fails to show respect for their
own humanity as a negative end and therefore violates a perfect duty.
In our example, a doctor choosing to stay indefinitely would necessarily
be abandoning large swathes, if not the entirety, of the ends that they genuinely
hold—they would be treating the ends of their patients, at least those ends that
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represent true needs, as lexicographically (i.e., weighted categorically) more
important than other ends the doctor might have—to watch terrible science fiction
movies, or enjoy the Washington, D.C. cherry blossoms, or any other number of
possible personal ends—since staying indefinitely seems to mean taking up the
attitude that those ends don’t deliberatively matter at all and ought to be completely
abnegated in the presence of the ends of the patients. It’s clear that this sort of
systematic disavowal of their own ends constitutes the sort of deferential attitude
that indicates servility and results in the doctor not showing respect for their own
humanity as a negative end and viewing themselves as a mere means to the ends
of others.
As stated earlier, perfect duties trump imperfect ones, so if the
doctor remaining (or continuing to perform any beneficent act) constitutes
servility which would entail violating a perfect duty, then the doctor ought
not remain, and it seems that the doctor remaining does constitute servility.
One possible objection is that the doctor remaining is not necessarily servile, since
the doctor could be seeing to the ends of others as an extension of their genuine
autonomous decision to do so.
This objection does not seem to work. The doctor pictured in the objection
would be holding attitudes with certain limited parallels to Hill’s “Deferential Wife,”
a hypothetical person holding particular attitudes towards herself. The Deferential
Wife believes that, while women are fundamentally mentally and physically equal
to men, “the proper role for a woman is to serve her family” and who resultantly
chooses to act deferentially to her husband in every instance. As Hill argues, this
is sufficient to bar the concept of legitimate consent, because “if she believes that
she has a duty to defer to her husband, then, whatever she may say, she cannot fully
understand that she has a right not to defer to him.” If someone thinks exercising
a right would be an offense, they cannot “really understand what it is to have and
freely give up” that right. Just like the Deferential Wife, it seems here that the
doctor does not believe in any sort of inferiority for themselves but rather simply
believes that, for doctors in their position, it is their proper role to stay and see
to the needs of those in need. Moreover, the potentially horrific consequences of
leaving (viz., the death of patients who could be saved) seem very likely to create
an incredible amount of social pressure and fear of later guilt that have the potential
to crowd out the capacity for a genuinely autonomous decision to stay. This does
get complicated by the fact that staying is in accordance with the wide duty of
helping on occasion and the narrow duty to avoid indifference to others. Taking
into account all these moral psychological factors, the doctor’s understanding of
what it means for them to have a right to leave is likely occluded at best. The doctor
doesn’t really know what it means for them to have a right to leave, and so does
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not value themselves as a moral agent with the right to choose to leave, falling
into the same sort of servility as Hill’s Deferential Wife, or the defendant who
believes they have an obligation to not exercise their right to a trial by jury of their
peers with a competent defense attorney since they believe doing so would be rude.
One who does not understand their rights does not understand their moral worth,
and one who does not comprehend one’s moral worth and as a result subsumes
one’s ends under the ends of others is servile. Here, the doctor does not understand
their rights and, by extension, their moral worth, since feelings of obligation and
social/psychological pressure crowd out their capacity to understand that they have
a choice. As a result, the doctor has an obligation to themselves to leave, since
remaining violates a perfect duty to avoid servility.
Admittedly, one might argue that if the doctor becomes legitimately aware
of their own moral rights, they are not being servile even if they continue to display
the same sorts of “marks of deference” by staying indefinitely. Here, the doctor
is neither ignorant of their rights nor acting as if they were insignificant; rather,
they are pursuing a task with a cost to themselves after weighing and considering
their options. Here, staying would no longer necessitate violating a perfect duty to
themselves, and leaving would therefore not be strictly obligatory.
Still, even in this case, I would argue that the doctor has certain
imperfect duties to themselves that act (much as imperfect duties to others do)
as a counterargument against claims of indifference. Kant’s standard imperfect
duties to the self as laid out in The Metaphysics of Morals are to cultivate one’s
own talents (“Natural Perfection” for a “pragmatic purpose”) and to cultivate one’s
own moral capacity (“for a moral purpose only”). The duty to develop one’s own
talents is a wide imperfect duty in both quality (the means and methods one uses
to pursue a duty) and degree (the extent to which one pursues that duty), since it
stems from a duty to take up a general maxim, and violation of the duty results only
in a contradiction of the will and not a contradiction in conception. The duty to
cultivate one’s own moral capacity is “narrow and perfect in terms of quality” but
“wide and imperfect in terms of degree,” since it is a perfect duty to strive for moral
perfection, but our own human limitations prevent us from actually achieving it.
Both of these duties, I contend, stem from, and are crucial to achieving,
a duty to promote and cultivate one’s own autonomy. Here I mean autonomy
in the Kantian sense as truly free capacity to choose to act in accordance with
moral law and not just nominally free choice. Both the applicability of talents and
moral capacity depend crucially on our capacity for autonomy, since autonomy
is necessary for moral agency. In addition, fulfilling self-duties framed by the
Humanity Formulation (i.e., respecting one’s own status as a setter of ends)
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necessarily entails cultivating the capacity to set those ends, which is an act of
cultivating autonomy.
We all have the capacity for autonomy as human beings, but such
capacities are often limited by factors both outside and within our control. For
example, I have panic disorder, and frequently have panic attacks that both prevent
me from making autonomous decisions while having them, and result in other
conditions—physical, mental, and emotional exhaustion, anxieties, etc.—that all
act to limit my autonomy. In order to cultivate my talents, my moral capacity, and
autonomy, I have a wide duty to take actions that mitigate these effects—a class of
things like seeing a psychiatrist, taking medication, finding and pursuing outlets
for dealing with stress or emotional catharsis, and so on. In sum, I have a wide duty
to myself to pursue self-care. Likewise, even neurotypical folks have a bevy of
social pressures, stressful conditions, feelings of obligation to others, and levels of
mental, physical, and emotional harms that are autonomy-limiting, and resultantly
also have duties of self-care.
Another important duty that stems from that cluster of duties to oneself
to cultivate, promote, and respect one’s own autonomy is a duty to the self to live
one’s life in a genuine, authentic manner—that is, to live life in accordance with
one’s own permissible ends and the moral law, free as much as is psychologically
possible from pressures that limit one from doing so. This has a justification similar
to our duty to promote our own autonomy and cultivate our talents, which parallels
obligations to one’s own ends that are also duties as laid out in Kant’s Doctrine of
Virtue.
In staying indefinitely despite wanting to leave, the doctor cannot fulfill
duties of self-care and duties to pursue and promote their own autonomy. To be
clear, so long as the doctor avoids servility (i.e., genuinely understands that they
have a right to leave and stays despite so understanding), staying is probably
permissible since those unfulfilled duties are imperfect duties that do not have
the trumping feature of the perfect duty to avoid servility discussed earlier. But
nonetheless, these sorts of imperfect duties can serve as a counterargument against
claims of indifference. We can imagine the doctor speaking to a hypothetical patient
and saying something like: “Look, it legitimately pains me to go before I can fully
help you, but I have to live my own, genuinely autonomous life pursuing my own
ends, so I have to pursue the sorts of things that allow me to live in such a way, and
that means I have to leave.” This certainly seems weaker than the argument made
before (about leaving to be with a critically-injured son) since the duties used as a
counterargument are broader and seem less urgent, at least for any given occasion,
since most single actions do not in and of themselves prevent someone from living
their own life. But, I would contend, they are sufficient grounds for rendering the
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act of leaving permissible, since they act as counterarguments against claims of
indifference, meaning that the doctor can leave without violating that duty. And, of
course, if the doctor genuinely regards their commitment to helping their patients
as what their life is about, and reaches that conclusion autonomously with full
understanding that they are free to choose other permissible ends and is therefore
not displaying servility in doing so, staying is also permissible.
Neither of these two cases (a perfect duty to leave that stems from the
perfect duty to avoid servility and a set of imperfect duties to respect, cultivate,
and promote one’s own autonomy) erase one’s obligations to avoid indifference to
others. Rather, the first case acts as a trump when the two are in conflict, and both act
as arguments against claims that the doctor is violating a duty of non-indifference
in leaving—the first case because it is a stringent duty that would leave no room
for permissibly staying, the second because a doctor who has to leave to respect,
cultivate, and promote their own autonomy could plausibly argue that they really
do value the people they’re leaving behind but cannot stay indefinitely without
indefinitely violating an important if imperfect duty to themselves. In this manner,
imperfect duties to the self act in a similar way to imperfect duties to others (e.g.,
an imperfect duty to be there for one’s children if they become critically injured) in
terms of their function as a counterargument to claims of indifference.
These sorts of arguments, and the case for the permissibility of leaving,
are strengthened the more the doctor does to show non-indifference. The doctor
has an obligation to set a departure date ahead of time and stick to it as best as
possible—otherwise, the time they do leave risks being or seeming arbitrary. If
possible, the doctor ought to attempt to find a replacement so that nobody dies
or suffers greatly because of their departure; failing that, they ought to help with
passing on basic, vital skills to those in the country while there. Further, they
continue to have obligations once they get home to continue to show that they
do care—to financially and socially support institutions that bring physicians to
impoverished nations to do medical work, to work to erase the conditions that
cause poverty in general, and so on. This list is not exhaustive, obviously, but rather
a broad sketch of the sorts of things they probably ought to do to further solidify
the permissibility of leaving, where the permissibility of leaving is dependent on
avoiding showing indifference to others.
Most of us are not highly-trained doctors in far-flung nations helping
solve life-or-death crises. But, given how interconnected the world is, it can seem
like others are constantly in need of the sort of help we can provide—whether
financially, through social and political advocacy, or some other means. And, I
would argue, we do have a duty to help them, stemming from concerns about
indifference as well as duties to help others. It is still incumbent on us to avoid
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feeling indifferent (numb, jaded, or otherwise) towards people. But we cannot
devalue ourselves entirely. Beyond utilitarian sorts of concerns for psychological
well-being, we have to see ourselves as autonomous members of a moral community
with incalculable value. Panacea cannot be indifferent to the suffering of the sick,
but she is not morally bankrupt for spending time with her family or alone enjoying
nature. We have obligations to others, obligations to avoid indifference that we
all too often shirk—we turn away refugees, paint homeless people as junkies to
justify not helping them, become jaded and callous in the face of anti-Semitic,
Islamophobic, and other forms of bigoted violence, and fall victim to countless
other pitfalls of indifference. But we must also take care not to erase ourselves from
the picture, abdicating our place in the great project of humanity.
To close with a story from the Jewish tradition, Rabbi Simcha Bunim
took to the habit of carrying two slips of paper, one in each pocket. One read
“V’anochi afar v’efer”—I am but dust and ashes. The other read “Bishvili nivra
ha-olam”—the world was created for my sake. He used to look at one or the other
when he needed to throughout the day. We must remember that we are but dust
and ashes, and live a life dedicated to important causes and projects, not turning
away from the suffering of others, but we also need to remember our place as moral
agents and as ends in ourselves. And as such, we have to take care of and be gentle
with not only others but also ourselves.
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Introduction
America was founded upon the notions of equality of opportunity, success
through perseverance, and the idea that anyone, if they are hard-working and driven,
can ascend socially and economically. Currently, however, the United States finds
itself diametrically opposed to these ideas. The prison system in the United States
contradicts rights guaranteed in the Constitution along with the promise of social
mobility and the American Dream. “Mass incarceration” is a phrase frequently
thrown about the political arena. These two words, however, represent 2.3 million
American citizens who are in jail or prison today. To contextualize the gravity of
this statistic, consider this: while the US has about 5% of the world’s population,
it has about 25% of the world’s prison population. The majority of the victims of
mass incarceration are Black and Latino men, who, despite having been promised
equal protection under the law and a right to life and liberty, find themselves
trapped in a system marked by racial disparity. One out of every three black boys
and one out of every six Latino boys born today will go to prison at some point in
their life while white boys born today have a 1/17 chance to go to prison in their
lives. Despite being subjected, on average, to lower living standards in terms of
housing and schooling, minority men are held to higher standards in the criminal
justice system. While African Americans and whites report using drugs at similar
rates, there are six times more Black men serving time for drug possession charges.
The United States, a country founded on the notion of opportunity, get to
these gruesomely imbalanced statistics through a series of public policy decisions.
The minorities who make up these statistics have been disproportionately targeted
by one of the Reagan administration’s keystone programs: the War on Drugs.
While the policy battle against drugs was certainly started during the Nixon years
and Nixon’s policies certainly influenced the oppression of minorities, the most
detrimental and consequential laws of the War on Drugs were enacted during the
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years of the next administration. The Reagan White House, which controlled the
executive branch during the 1980s, pushed policies that attacked drug possession
and use with stringent criminal punishment. The administration was able to do
this by stimulating public support for the War on Drugs; this mobilized Congress
to act. The public angst the White House strived to create was based on largely
ungrounded facts meant to instill fear in the general public. Impacts of policies
implemented through this formula of fear mongering are felt today in the form of
racial disparities in the American Criminal Justice System and the institution of
mass incarceration.
The Anti-Drug Act of 1986 imposed mandatory minimum sentences
on the possession and distribution of certain drugs, allocated $2 billion to the
crusade against drugs, involved the military in narcotic control, allowed for the
death penalty for certain-drug related crimes and bolstered the authority of law
enforcement. This policy was only strengthened in the coming years, and parts of
this legislation remain in place today. Going to prison in America as a minority
male, even when the crime is minor, constitutes a figurative life sentence due
to the punitive nature of the Criminal Justice system, which taints a permanent
record, complicates employment, ruptures family units and removes voting clout
for prisoners. One of the most detrimental legacies of the War on Drugs, however,
is the ostracization of former prisoners by American society. The institution of
mass-incarceration is the outcome of policies like The Anti-Drug Act of 1986;
this paper will analyze how this policy was born, implemented and how its hateful
roots permeate the American society today. The legacy of The War on Drugs today
is seen in the racial-biases in every step of the American criminal justice system:
from investigation to sentencing to serving time.
The shameful condition of American Criminal Justice doesn’t need to
exist. Hundreds of thousands of people do not need to be imprisoned for minor
charges, namely drug possession. In fact, this essay will argue, the American
conscience cannot be clear so long as the institution of mass incarceration and its
suffocating consequences are allowed to continue. The pillars and promises of our
democracy must be restored and the way to do this is found in Portugal. Portugal’s
drug legislation took a completely opposite perspective than the United States’ did
when faced with a similar drug crisis; this essay will try to answer why that is the
case. On July 1st, 2001 the country chose to “decriminalize the use and possession
of all illicit drugs” and has since successfully reduced “problematic use, drugrelated harms, and criminal justice overcrowding.” The values promulgated by this
public policy emphasize recovery, safety and above all else, human dignity. By
passing similar legislation, America would ameliorate the shameful condition of
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our discriminatory prison system and thus hold true to the roots and morals it was
founded upon and has now seemingly forgotten.
The United States’ current social, economic, and political climate makes
the passing of such legislation unlikely. The institutional and cultural factors which
influenced the Anti-Drug Act of 1986 (and their contribution to mass incarceration
in the United States), compared to the same institutional or cultural factor when
applied to Portugal, makes American unwillingness to rectify its broken criminal
justice system evident. Ultimately, this reflects a very deep inconsistency between
the notions American was founded upon and the values its government actually
promulgates. The vantage points through which this essay will consider the opposite
policy reactions of the United States and Portugal to drug use and possession are
(1) Party Systems, (2) Welfare States, and (3) the role of religion in politics in
America and Portugal.
This essay will compare America and Portugal within the scope of three
lenses: party systems, welfare systems and religious foundations. The vantage
points will reveal Portugal’s proportional representation system is more responsive
than the American two-party system; its universal health-care system has stronger
infrastructure with which to implement a widespread drug policy; the common
Catholic faith brings communities together and unifies public opinion. These factors
combine clearly when considering the policy decision Portugal implemented in June
2001. A morally-unified public saw a clear issue in the rise of heroin use and asked
their coalition-style government for a solution. Legislators turned to and trusted
technical expertise to find a creative solution: decriminalization of drug possession
and use. The country’s National Health Service was readily prepared and built
on pre-existing welfare infrastructure, to implement the policy’s prevention and
recovery programs. Once implemented, the public supported it fully. Now, drugs
have ceased to be a controversial issue in Portugal and any mention of returning to
a War on Drugs style approach is shot down.

Party Systems Literature Review
Two common forms of party system structures are a proportional representation
system and a two-party system. The names are rather self-explanatory: a
proportional representation system awards political parties seats in a country’s
representative body in proportion to how many votes they receive, while a twoparty system has two dominant groups in a representative body. Historically,
proportional representation systems are superior to the two-party system when it
comes to creating credible commitments because, since more than two ideologies
are represented in the legislature, creating a majority coalition requires compromise.

Incarceration in the US
The negotiation and communication this requires fosters trust and understanding
that bypasses the pettiness often seen in two-party systems. A multiparty system
suggests that the negotiation and deal-making involved in the country’s policy
decisions are collaborative, balanced, and focused on long-term gains. Conversely,
in a winner-take-all two-party system, a lack of openness and communication is
expected, and policy is likely to be directed towards short-term gains.
The United States’ government fits the mold of a winner-take-all twoparty system; the polarizing, negotiation-adverse effects of the system are felt in the
Anti-Drug Act of 1986. To understand the negotiation-adverse climate which the
100th Congress faced, circumstances of the political climate must be considered.
Firstly, the House and Senate were divided: the House was controlled by Democrats
and the Senate by Republicans. Divided government is a common feature of twoparty systems which can obstruct meaningful cooperation. According to scholars,
when two conflicting ideologies must cooperate it is much harder to reach win-win
outcomes than if the negotiators held similar views. The state of the American
Congress in 1986 was characterized by divided and increasingly competitive split
party control. This made the starting point for negotiation on drug-policy already
compromised.
Further research on negotiation tells us that the entirety of the policymaking process is hampered by the two-party system, not just its starting point.
Studies modeling two-party negotiations found that time pressures and powerprojections are crucial in negotiation outcomes—especially when parties are
already ideologically opposed. More time and a lack of feeling the need to
establish dominance leads to more effective discussions due to a lessened sense of
pressure. These factors impacted the internal negotiation climate of the American
Congress in 1986. There was an intense pressure from both the executive branch
and the public on the already-divided Congress for pivotal drug legislation. These
two pressures largely worked hand in hand. Recall the formula of fear mongering
used by the Reagan administration mentioned earlier, best exemplified by the
executive decision to hire staff specifically to publicize the use of crack cocaine
in inner-cities. This spurred intense media coverage, creating pressure from an
anxious public for Congressional action. This combines with the final, most crucial
circumstance impacting the 100th Congress and the Anti-Drug Act of 1986: 1986
was a midterm election year. Therefore, when the divided, two-party Congress
sat down in September to discuss drug policy, they were influenced by both
time-pressure from November midterms and power-pressure from the desire to
project efficacy and strength to voters right before elections. A lack of meaningful
discussion aimed at a long-term solution ensued. Both Republicans in the Senate
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and Democrats in the House tried to create the most severe laws to acquiesce public
nervousness, prioritizing power-projections over a constructive drug policy. Both
Republicans and Democrats were blinded by hopes of re-election and failed to act
in a long-term-oriented, collaborative manner. This directly stems from a divided
two-party system, which creates a hostile and negotiation-adverse starting point
only worsened in 1986 by time and power pressures.

Welfare State Literature Review
The design of a country’s social protection system is a fundamental factor
to consider when assessing a drug policy such as the Anti-Drug Act of 1986.
A country’s welfare state has a variety of characteristics to be considered. For
example: whether a country implements universal coverage healthcare or chooses
to implement a means-tested coverage system or whether healthcare is funded
through public taxes, payroll contributions or private funding.
The Anti-Drug Act of 1986 is nearly 200 pages long and has 21 sections
devoted to anti-drug policy measures. Of these sections, several appropriate
resources to criminal law enforcement and outline explicit punishments for the
use and possession of drugs. The words “penalty” and “enforcement” are included
in almost every section title. What words are missing, however, are terms such as
“health”, “prevention” and “recovery”. If dangerous drugs were really sweeping the
nation in ways so horrendous the Reagan administration claimed merited a crusade
as aggressive as the War on Drugs, then where is the mention of recovery and
prevention techniques? There is no mention of implementing healthcare programs
to assist those suffering from drug abuse in the list of the 21 sections devoted to
anti-drug policy measures. None of these sections emphasize the importance of
recovery treatment. To find mentions of such programs, one must delve deep into
the document, past authorization for the death penalty for certain drug offenses
or the use of illegally obtained evidence in drug trials. Only in the most obscured
corners of this legislation is minimal policy for prevention found. It calls for a board
to come together thrice annually to assess how drug abuse prevention measures are
doing at a national and state level, as well as for an increase in drug education
programs in public schools. Although the amount of spending allocated for this is
unclear, while the $2 billion allocated to increasing policing is concrete.
Prevention and recovery are not emphasized in the Anti-Drug Act of 1986
and this may be partly due to the American welfare state which is characterized by
high private social spending supported by government tax subsidies for the upper
and upper-middle classes. Also, there are hardly any large public social programs
that benefit all United States citizens nationally. Instead, America uses means-
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tested social assistance programs for poor people and social insurance programs
(Social Security) for the middle-class, while the richest members of society rely
on private healthcare programs. This divided structure existed when the Anti-Drug
Act of 1986 was implemented, the same time as America was suffering from an
alleged crack-cocaine crisis. Whether or not this is actually true has been heavily
disputed: research suggests the crack-epidemic that conservative figureheads
preached about was nonexistent, that drug use in urban neighborhoods was actually
declining. Regardless of how real the crack-crisis actually was, the intention of the
American government was clearly not to aid its alleged victims in recovery, but
rather target urban populations. There was little to no mention of a national health
strategy to combat the alleged issue. Perhaps (and very concerning morally) this is
because those promoting the policy knew the crack-cocaine crisis was fabricated.
However, it is possible that the reason the focus was not on treatment but increased
criminal sentencing was due to the divided and privatized healthcare system which
provided no clear roadmap or infrastructure for a national drug strategy to combat
the (supposed) drug epidemic.

Role of Religion Literature Review
While surprisingly little research has been done on how religion factored into the
War on Drugs, it can be said with confidence that religion acts as a polarizing force
in American politics when certain religious groups align themselves with political
ideologies. That holds true when considering American drug policy during the
1980s: President Reagan was supported fervently by conservative religious groups
of evangelical Christians trying to return America to “traditional values”. This
alliance between conservative Christians and the Republican party became known
as the Moral Majority, a political group which mobilized Christian voters who
felt as though they had been overlooked by their government during the years of
the 1960s and 1970s; the War on Drugs was popular among these voters and they
became one of Ronald Reagan’s most dependable coalitions.
The years that the Moral Majority claimed the government ignored their
voices overlap, of course, were the years of the Civil Rights Movement. Many
members of the Christian Right overlap with another constituency of Reagan’s:
whites who resented civil rights progress such as affirmative action. Research
found that racial attitudes were a key determinant of white support to “get tough
on crime” and the people most likely to support criminal-punitiveness were rural,
conservative whites. The people that constitute this demographic also comprise
those most dedicated to the Moral Majority: evangelical Christians. It was none
other than this religious coalition which, feeling threatened and overlooked by
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years of Civil Rights progress, saw the War on Drugs as an opportunity to halt
racial reform without seeming explicitly racist. There was notable support from the
Christian Right for the Anti-Drug Act of 1986.

Party Systems Case Study
The United States’ Party System is a winner-take-all two-party system. In
stark contrast, Portugal’s government is a multiparty, proportional representation
system. Recall that multiparty systems suggest collaborative, balanced, and longterm-oriented negotiation, while a winner-take-all two-party system is likely
to lack openness, communication and long-term foresight. These expectations
are completely met when comparing the Anti-Drug Act of 1986 and the 2001
Portuguese decriminalization policy. While the United States met its (alleged)
drug crisis with a criminal offensive campaign, Portugal reacted to its similar drug
crisis with a strategy that vowed to reintegrate drug-users into society; a strategy
based on recovery, not revenge. Analyzing party systems shows why the countries
moved in such different directions.
The heroin crisis that struck Portugal from 1980-2000 saw the highest
rate of HIV infection in the entire European Union plaguing the relatively
small country. During the two decades prior to the decriminalization policy,
the Portuguese government responded to the epidemic by implementing harsh
policies administered by the criminal justice system. Conservative politicians who
boisterously condemned drug use supported this approach despite its failure to
produce results.
The heroin crisis was escalating quickly and the coalition government
(The Council of Ministers, Portugal’s Parliament) saw the need for innovative
policy—and the need to act fast. Proportional-representation governments are
known to use deliberative negotiation tactics (like relying on third-party expertise)
to form creative credible commitments. In keeping with this standard, Portugal
relied heavily on technical expertise in creating their decriminalization policy.
A panel of experts (called The Commission for a National Drug Strategy) was
assembled to analyze the efficacy of the American-inspired, criminally punitive
approach Portugal was using to combat its heroin crisis. The panel stated the
War-on Drugs-style approach was “squandering resources” and advised for a
revolutionary new tactic. They suggested converting drug use and possession to
an administrative offense, rather than a criminal one. The goal was to regard drug
users as full members of society rather than outcasts and criminals. The Council
of Ministers accepted almost the entirety of the expert report in October 2000 and
has since seen a reduced burden on its criminal justice system, increased uptake
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of drug treatment, fewer deaths and diseases related to opioids and a reduction in
retail prices of drugs.
While the United States suffered a crack-cocaine crisis (or so the Reagan
administration wanted Americans to believe) in the 1980s which directly paralleled
Portugal’s heroin crisis, there was little to no use of strategies like reliance on
technical expertise to find a solution in Congress. Rather, the hyper-competitive,
negotiation-adverse two-party system of the United States Congress went straight
for power-projecting, shortsighted policies like the Anti-Drug Act of 1986, which
drastically increased drug arrests, thus ostracizing thousands of Americans into the
punitive criminal justice system.
The harsh system created by the Anti-Drug Act of 1986 manifests itself
today in the mass-incarceration of ethnic minorities. The permanence of this
system is the divisive nature of our two-party system which did not end with the
Reagan years. Up until very recently, no actor in the American federal sentencing
system, including Congress, the President or the Attorney General, tried to propose
innovative legislation to create a real shift in how the United States’ criminal justice
system responds to drug use and possession. In fact, even the most significant policy
developments have continued to rely upon the Anti-Drug Act of 1986 for federal
sentencing structure. The lack of forward-thinking, creative policy in American
drug strategy is caused by the divided two-party system which is just as unwilling
to unite in the name of long-term collective gains today as it was in the 1980s.
When Portugal noticed it had a heroin epidemic, its coalition-style
government sought effective action to better its citizen’s health. Simultaneously,
Ronald Reagan sought harsh retribution against drug users by targeting black men
as criminal offenders over the possession of minor quantities of drugs. Policies
from the War on Drugs, like the Anti-Drug Act of 1986, have deprived thousands
of people of voting rights and has forced them to live in what some scholars have
called an “under-caste” of society”. The United States’ two-party system facilitates
the implementation and permanence of policies targeting ethnic minorities for the
possession and use of drugs.

Welfare State Case Study
If the welfare state of a country matters in how drug policy is implemented, a
difference is expected between the drug policy of a country with free, universal
healthcare and the drug policy of a country with a system like that of the United
States (few national programs for all citizens and a division along class lines of
where one’s social safety net comes from). Portugal exemplifies the former of
these two options: the country’s National Health Service provides free, universal
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coverage, protecting all citizens regardless of private wealth. For this reason, when
the expert panel assessing the drug crisis proposed making drug use a health, rather
than a criminal, concern, the Portuguese Council of Ministers was willing to listen.
The 2001 decriminalization policy stresses a humane approach to drug abuse by
providing resources in the areas of prevention, harm-reduction and treatment
programs.
The American healthcare system is marked by division between private
and public healthcare sources and a lack of universal coverage programs. This
resulted in no groundwork for a hypothetical national health strategy when
American legislators were considering drug reform in the 1980s (though scholars
question if their motivations were genuine enough to consider reform based on
healthcare, rather than criminal punitiveness). This juxtaposes Portugal, where the
National Health Service had been well-equipped for years to provide universal,
free, public-sponsored health coverage and was able to adapt efficiently to the
prevention and treatment programs set forth in the 2001 decriminalization policy.
João Goulão, the architect of Portugal’s policy, reflected on the conclusions
of the expert panel that was obtained to help the government find a long-term,
creative solution to the drug issue. “It made much more sense for us to treat drug
addicts as patients who needed help, not as criminals,” he said. This leads directly
to the chief priority of Portuguese drug strategy: not to allow the marginalization
of those using and possessing drugs. In complete antithesis, the marginalization of
those using and possessing drugs was, some scholars have argued, the priority of
the architects of American drug strategy. This may be partially due to the different
welfare states in each country: the American welfare state lacks national unity and
thus, promotes individualism while the Portuguese welfare state is quite literally
defined by national cohesiveness and inclusivity.

Role of Religion Case Study
Religion matters when considering policies a country implements because a
country with unified religious opinions will see a more broad public consensus
over issues while a country where religion acts as a polarizing force will not. The
latter of these two options represents the United States, where the Moral Majority
supported the War on Drugs despite its racially divisive policies. In what is perhaps
the most prominent contrast of this entire paper, Portugal has a public which is
incredibly unified religiously. Although Portugal has no official national religion,
almost 90% of its population identifies as Roman-Catholic. In keeping with
regional trends (with culturally and geographically similar countries like Spain
and Italy), regular mass attendance, is on the decline; while devout Catholicism
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may be fading, the deep-seeded roots of the religion are ingrained both in everyday
life and in politics. One of the most important impacts which Catholicism has had
on Portuguese society is rendering it rather socially conservative. As the heroin
crisis of the 1980s and 1990s escalated, it cut across all classes, impacting those
in the highest and lowest echelons of Portuguese society alike. This meant that
drug use became unusually visible: from shady street corners to the most fancy
of discotheques. This did not bode well with the socially conservative Catholic
society and the unified public religion put pressure on public officials to act.
Conversely, public religious sentiment in America during the years of the
Anti-Drug Act of 1986 were the opposite of unified. Groups of the same religion,
such as the Moral Majority and black churches across America, both Christian
organizations, failed to see eye-to-eye on drug issues. One group supported the War
on Drugs and the other denounced it. The Christian Right’s support for the War
on Drugs and the subsequent legacy of mass incarceration it established, shows a
fundamental divide between the policy Black Christians desire and what White
Evangelicals push for. The lack of unified sentiment from Christians in the United
States, both in the 1980s and now, starkly contrasts Portugal where unified religion
lead to widespread public support for ethical principles which directly motivated
politicians to act. For the thousands of Black and Latino men who face the dark realities
of mass-incarceration in the United States, religious-based political arguments and
movements have made little headway on aiding their struggles and religion seems
to drive parties and their constituencies farther and farther apart on key issues rather
than unite and mobilize them. In Portugal, religion unites; in America, it polarizes.
Conclusion
Fundamental American writings like the Declaration of Independence and
the United States Constitution promise the right to life, liberty and equal protection
under the law. It is grim to realize these rights and protections have been unjustly
removed for millions of incarcerated citizens. Minorities in America, specifically
African American men, have been historically discriminated against, and the
United States’ prison system is a continuation of this marginalization, as massincarceration locks a large percentage of African Americans out of mainstream
economy and society.
The shameful condition of the United States’ prison system is a legacy
of the War on Drugs and policies like the Anti-Drug Act of 1986 which called for
mandatory minimum sentences on the possession of certain drugs and allocated
$2 billion to the crusade against drugs. It is still the backbone of federal sentencing
guidelines today. Policies like this are why the incarceration rate has skyrocketed
since the 1980s despite violent crime rates falling. The persistence of racial-
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targeting and racial-biases in the American criminal justice system today, including
the fact that legislation such as the Anti-Drug Act of 1986 is still referenced, is
opposed to the fundamental values upon which America was founded. The right to
equal protection under the law, and the right to life and liberty are all desecrated by
the institution of mass-incarceration.
How did policy like the Anti-Drug Act of 1986 become implemented? It
was due to the Reagan White House’s formula of fear mongering: creating public
angst over a crack-cocaine crisis (which scholars dispute even existed pre-War on
Drugs) to push a punitive criminal agenda. But, if not criminal harshness, what
other ways might an industrialized and modern country respond to an increasing
drug problem, supposed or real, and protect the rights and liberties of its citizens
while doing so? Portugal responded to growing concern over drug use by rejecting
a War-on-Drugs-style approach and instead decriminalized drug possession and
use.
This essay compared America and Portugal within the scope of three
lenses: party systems, welfare systems and religious foundations. The vantage
points revealed Portugal’s proportional representation system is more responsive
than the American two-party system; its universal health-care system has stronger
infrastructure with which to implement a widespread drug policy; the common
Catholic faith brings communities together and unifies public opinion. These factors
combine clearly when considering the policy decision Portugal implemented in June
2001. A morally-unified public saw a clear issue in the rise of heroin use and asked
their coalition-style government for a solution. Legislators turned to and trusted
technical expertise to find a creative solution: decriminalization of drug possession
and use. The country’s National Health Service was readily prepared and built
on pre-existing welfare infrastructure, to implement the policy’s prevention and
recovery programs. Once implemented, the public supported it fully. Now, drugs
have ceased to be a controversial issue in Portugal and any mention of returning to
a War on Drugs style approach is shot down.
These differences between America and Portugal, revealed by the case
studies, are marked by increased responsiveness and morality on the part of the
Europeans. This difference is further amplified when considering the country’s
similarities: both advanced and well-educated, both industrialized and marked by
diversity. If Portugal is able to implement policies which respond to the needs
of their citizens, both in terms of health-concerns and political demands, while
ensuring human rights are emphasized, why can’t the United States? The observed
phenomena emphasizes the United States’ unwillingness to address the flaws of its
criminal justice system due to its polarized party-system, divisive welfare-state and
religious-infighting. Where the Portuguese Parliament is willing to compromise, the
United States Congress chooses to bash negotiation. Where Portuguese healthcare
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is universal and free, the American welfare state is divisive and lacks coordination.
Where Portuguese society is unified socially, American society is only further
polarized. All of these lenses show one underlying theme: Portugal values and
promotes human dignity while the United States promotes marginalization of its
minorities and the polarization of its citizens. It is not America, but rather Portugal
which emphasizes the inalienable right to life and liberty and equal protection
under the law.
While this realization may seem pessimistic, it should be taken
constructively. These are, ultimately, American ideals which are being instilled
abroad. Before mass incarceration and racial-biases in our prison system can truly
end America must do a few things. Some may say these are radical and impossible
but rather, they are the only actions in keeping with the country’s founding values.
It must strive to increase responsiveness in its party system which currently only
provides two diametrically opposed and negotiation-adverse viewpoints. It must
attempt to unify a national healthcare strategy to benefit all citizens, regardless
of race or wealth. It must remove the use of religion as a political shield during
times of policy discussion and use it as a tool for unity instead. Only then, once the
American party, healthcare and religious systems are rectified in order to align with
this country’s intended values, can the horrors of mass-incarceration be amended.
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This paper will propose that state-owned banks resolve many of
the issues facing commercial banks today. To substantiate this
claim, it will investigate specific areas where a state-owned bank
would produce more favorable outcomes than a commercial bank,
trace the steps required to establish such a bank, and evaluate a
contemporary example of a state-owned bank, the Sparkassen.

1. Introduction
The financial sector increasingly takes up space in our economy. What originated
as a means to an end (a middleman to collect and distribute funds) has for many
become an end unto itself. Top students from prestigious universities across the
globe desperately pursue jobs at investment banks, hedge funds, and private equity
firms. For example, more than a third of Harvard’s class of 2017 pursued finance or
consulting upon graduating. In fact, the finance, insurance, and real estate industries
make up one fifth of domestic GDP, more than any other sector. At the same time,
this industry has often brought us close to financial collapse. Nobel Prize winning
economist Joseph Stiglitz describes the financial sector’s work as being at least
partly “rent-seeking”: an economic activity that redistributes wealth (often from
the poor to the rich), but does not actually generate meaningful increases in overall
economic growth. As an economist would put it, they do not grow the pie, they
simply take a larger slice of it.
This paper will aim to investigate to what extent state-owned commercial
banks could alleviate some of the major issues related to the financial sector we
see today, and how they could do so. Subsequently, the paper will detail how the
creation of a public bank could happen, as well as evaluate two existing stateowned banks, the Bank of North Dakota and the German Sparkassen. Finally, it
will summarize contemporary efforts to establish government-owned commercial
banks in the United States.
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Throughout this paper, I use a number of terms in a particular way.
Specifically, I will make frequent use of the terms “liquidity,” “public,” and
“bank.” I will take “liquidity” to mean the M2 money supply: the amount of cash,
checkings and savings deposits, and time deposits available in the economy at a
given time. “Public” will refer to ownership of an entity by the government, rather
than an entity being publicly traded on the stock market. Finally, “bank” will refer
to the commercial kind unless otherwise noted. This last distinction is important
to draw, as many of the conclusions reached in this paper would not transfer to
investment or merchant banks.

2. The Rationale Behind a Public Bank
America has had a tumultuous relationship with private financial institutions,
and a number of historical figures struggled with determining the role a finance
sector should play. Andrew Jackson wrote that “if Congress has the right under
the constitution to issue paper money, it was given them to be used by themselves,
not to be delegated to individuals or corporations.” Jackson referred to what many
contemporary economists consider to be a significant flaw of the private banking
system: control over the money supply. Economists traditionally assume that the
federal government regulates the money supply. The Federal Reserve (the Fed)
can control the money supply by trading Treasury notes with commercial banks,
or the Treasury itself can physically print more bills in order to increase the money
supply. It is inherently desirable to have a government without a profit motive
perform this function—unchecked increases in the money supply would lead to
devastating inflation and a loss of faith in our currency. Furthermore, this also
means that the government is able to control the amount of money in the economy
during times of crisis, and to some extent prevent liquidity from drying up. Control
over the money supply is a useful policy tool that is best wielded by the state, with
the interest of its constituents in mind.
The reality is that, by and large, the money supply is heavily influenced
by the decisions of commercial banks. Economists have reached a consensus on
what is known as the “fractional reserve theory of money creation.” This theory
states that banks must lend out a percentage of each deposit they receive, equal to
the total deposit minus the “reserve requirement”—an amount set by the Federal
Reserve that banks are required to retain of each deposit— as an insurance against
bank runs. After the bank lends out this percentage of a deposit, the person who
receives the loan theoretically deposits that money in another account, where a
part of it is loaned out, and so on. Every person in this chain now has additional
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money in their account, and their spending decisions will be made accordingly.
The original deposit was multiplied; thus, money was “created.” Conversely, banks
may also decide to call back their loans or refuse to issue new ones. In effect,
this results in a removal of money from the money supply. The diagram below
illustrates how liquidity in the system increases through this process.
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Image 1: Illustration of the fractional reserve theory of money creation
given a 10% reserve requirement
The unfortunate truth is that this method of money creation works to exacerbate
any swings in the wider economic environment. When the economy is heating up
(and thus is experiencing inflationary pressures), banks will be more eager to lend
money, which in turn will increase the money supply, thereby further increasing
inflation. When the economy is in a rut, fewer loans will be extended, contracting
the money supply and further pushing down spending and aggravating potential
deflation. When banks follow “rational incentives,” meaning that they become
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less risk averse during periods of growth and more risk averse during economic
slowdowns, the economy does not always benefit. One could argue that the Fed is
tasked with preventing these swings. During economic booms they raise interest
rates, which curbs lending, and during busts they lower them, which in turn boosts
spending. The problem is that the government is now acting as a middleman, when
this is a system they are supposed to have complete control over.
Commercial banks’ role as distributor of liquidity has other downsides.
Since these banks are asked to maximize shareholder value, they are incentivized to
extend capital only to those who are likely to repay it. Individuals or businesses that
are deemed high-risk are penalized with high interest rates and other unfavorable
loan terms. This is not incompatible with prevalent economic theories. The bank is
assuming the risk, and for taking on higher risk should be eligible to receive a larger
reward. However, a closer examination reveals the perversity behind this idea.
Access to capital is essential for a number of activities that can lead to prosperity.
Home ownership, starting a business, or going to college all typically require some
form of lending. Low-income individuals are thus required to pay a higher price,
both in absolute and relative terms, for these opportunities. It is morally bankrupt,
as well as socially undesirable, to make loans more expensive for those who already
have very little, and there is substantial evidence that this system contributes to the
“poverty trap.” Studies have shown that low-income individuals on average do pay
more for any kind of loan. The Federal Reserve also found a positive correlation
between income and credit score, and a number of other studies have further shown
that minorities typically have lower credit scores, even when the data is controlled
for disparities in income. There is a strong negative correlation between credit
scores and interest rates payable on loans—the lower your score, the more you are
asked to pay. It is understandable that banks employ this system, but that does not
mean that it is beneficial to society as a whole. In essence, the credit score system
is a regressive tax—the poorer you are, the more you pay. The graph below shows
the average credit score of each income group on a bar chart and superimposes the
median mortgage rate for each credit score. There is a clear positive correlation
between credit score and income level, and a negative correlation between credit
score and median mortgage rate. This data shows that income is in turn negatively
correlated with mortgage rates; that is, the lower one’s income, the higher their
mortgage rate is likely to be.
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Image 2: Median credit score and mortgage rate versus income.
A public bank could step in and resolve this issue. It could extend loans not with
the intent of making a profit, but rather with the intent of stimulating the economy.
This might mean providing loans to low-income communities at break-even
interest rates, as they are likely to spend that money in a way that benefits the wider
economy. A public bank could further act as a tool for policymakers. If politicians
want to stimulate homeownership and reduce emissions, mortgages could become
cheaper and car financing more expensive. A public bank would provide a direct
way of injecting money into desirable areas of the economy.
Banks’ focus on generating returns for their shareholders costs the general
public in a number of other ways as well. Most Americans have their checking and
saving accounts with one of the major banks—37.6% of all deposits were placed
with one of the five largest banks, and 30.82% were placed with one of the three
largest. In fact, the five largest American banks control 56.9% of all assets held by
U.S. banks. Today’s financial sector can be (and has been) accurately described
as an oligopoly—a few key players control such a significant share of the market
that they are able to work together and set rates in a way that is favorable to them.
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In this case, savings rates are artificially held down. As mentioned before, banks
make money from each dollar they receive in deposits. Unfortunately, almost none
of that money returns to their clients. Savings accounts at most commercial banks
generate negligible interest, and checking accounts frequently cost money for those
who deposit under a certain amount. Interest rates offered on savings accounts
remain low, even as the Fed has increased its discount rate. The below graph shows
the federal funds rate as compared to the average interest rate Americans received
on savings below $100,000. Both were lowered after the 2008 financial crisis in an
effort to discourage saving and encourage spending, but the federal funds rate has
since increased significantly. In contrast, the interest rate on savings accounts has
remained mostly stagnant. The profits banks make on deposits can be approximated
by the difference between these two rates—the less they pay to depositors and the
more they charge for loans, the more profitable lending becomes.
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Image 3: Average interest rate on savings accounts versus the federal
funds rate
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A public bank would primarily aim to further public interest rather than
make a profit, and is therefore more likely to offer a savings rate that closely mirrors
the discount rate. Not only would this provide customers with a better alternative to
the rates offered by commercial banks, it might also force banks to match that rate
if they want to retain their clients. In effect, this would constitute a redistribution of
wealth from the banks and their shareholders to the general public. Although online
banks currently offer higher interest rates on savings accounts, they are rather niche
and lack the visibility to threaten larger banks. An accessible, well-known public
bank could succeed where these online banks have failed and significantly drive up
the average interest rate on savings accounts.
A lack of profit incentive would also reduce a public bank’s exposure
to risk. In the years leading up to the Great Recession, nearly every bank filled
their balance sheet with subprime mortgages and risky derivatives, even though
they were aware of the risks associated with these products. Banks simply could
not explain to their shareholders that they were going to hold off on products
that were generating sizeable returns for their competitors. Commercial banks’
profit incentive has at times generated genuine financial innovation, but more
often than not has caused them to cut corners and harm communities. Wells
Fargo, for example, was convicted of engaging in predatory lending throughout
the US in the years leading up to 2008. The bank knowingly extended credit
to those who were unlikely to pay it back, charging high upfront fees and then
passing the actual debt on to other firms. Wells Fargo knew the risks involved,
but ultimately decided short-term profits were more important. Unlike traditional
banks, a public bank would not answer to shareholders, but rather to elected
officials who represent the public’s best interest. Research has already shown that
banks who answer to a large number of shareholders are more risk-averse than
those who answer only to a select group of the corporate elite. These findings
could be extrapolated to infer that a bank that answers to the general population
would be significantly more risk-averse than current financial institutions.
Public banks clearly offer a solution to many of the issues our financial system
struggles with today. A wholly different incentive structure would allow these banks
to deploy capital where it would stimulate the economy, rather than where it would
only generate profits for the bank. The absence of a responsibility to shareholders
would lead to higher interest rates on savings accounts and the adoption of a more
sustainable risk profile. As a competitor to commercial banks, a public bank would
realign the industry to be more concerned with the needs of its customers.
Regardless of a public bank’s merits, the US is currently home to just one
public bank, whose assets total $7 billion–about 0.004% of total commercial bank
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assets. The next section will investigate the steps required to create a public bank
and discuss potential pitfalls in the process.

3. Creating a Public Bank
During the 2008 recession, the government could have created a national public
bank simply by taking over an existing commercial bank. The value of most
commercial banks’ balance sheets had dropped drastically following the collapse
of mortgage-backed securities, making them an easy target for takeovers. Although
this solution may have ultimately generated more returns for taxpayers and fewer
for wealthy shareholders than bank bail-outs did, it would have created a set of
unique and difficult-to-solve challenges. Balance sheets would have to be cleaned
of toxic and risky assets, and the bank would have to gradually reduce its exposure
to financial products that are not in line with the mission statement of a public
bank. Entire divisions that handled these products would have had to be laid off,
and many clients might find that services they used would no longer be on offer.
Luckily, our current economic outlook is a lot rosier than it was a decade ago, and
few banks (perhaps with the exception of the ever-troubled Wells Fargo) seem in
danger of failing any time soon. A public bank would thus need to be created from
scratch—something that would allow for greater control over the bank’s structure
and design.
A number of states and cities (Vermont, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, etc.) have conducted or are in the process of conducting
feasibility studies for the creation of regional public banks, and as such, there is
a substantial range of literature available with detailed descriptions of the steps
required to start such a bank. Although many studies have focused on public banks
as providers of capital for infrastructure investment and providers of solutions for
state financing needs, the basic principle behind their construction remains the
same.
The technicalities behind a bank’s creation are simple. The bank needs
to have sufficient assets to begin lending, a few employees, and physical branches.
Typically, feasibility studies assume the city or state responsible for creating the
bank would move its current cash reserves to the new bank, thereby providing
capital without the need for loans or other costly financing techniques. The only
existing American public bank—the Bank of North Dakota—was initially financed
by a $2 million bond offering in 1919, which would amount to about $29 million
today. Research suggests that, due to the increased complexity of the contemporary
economy, the required capitalization would be closer to $325 million. Since most
states hold a multiple of that amount in commercial banks currently, it is unlikely
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that a bond offering would be necessary today. California, for example, holds
nearly $15 billion in its “rainy day” fund alone.
A public bank would have the local government as its sole shareholder,
and any returns it made would be returned to the state or city in which it is located.
As such, public banks would prevent capital drain to out-of-state bondholders and
keep profits within the local economy.
The creation of a public bank would be relatively uncomplicated, and
a variety of feasibility studies have cited high potential upsides. For example, a
public bank in New Jersey would generate about $16-21 million in additional state
output, and raise state income by about $3.8-5.2 million, for every $10 million lent
out. Furthermore, for every $10 million lent out the bank would add roughly 60-93
new jobs. Yet, strong opposition to the idea exists. In Maine, a bill to commission
a study on the effects of a public bank failed to pass the state legislature, even
though 72% of small businesses and farmers in the state supported the creation
of a state-owned bank. Opponents often cite currently adequate availability of
credit through commercial channels and increased risk to state assets as arguments
against a government-controlled bank. Internationally, the idea has also fallen out
of favor with economists, who claim that public banks are often inefficient and
influenced by political pressures. The next section of this paper will investigate a
current example of a state-owned banking system to determine the merits of these
arguments.

4. Public Banks Today
a. The Bank of North Dakota
The Bank of North Dakota (BND) is the United States’ only existing example
of a government-owned bank, and it is often cited as an example of the potential
benefits of such an institution. The bank certainly has reported impressive figures
since its founding in 1919. As shown in the graph below, it has made a net profit
every year since its founding, even during the Great Depression and the Great
Recession.
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Image 4: Yearly profits of the Bank of North Dakota
Additionally, the bank has managed to return much of that profit to the
state government, keeping North Dakota from running a budget deficit when other
revenue sources have fallen short.
The historical context surrounding the bank’s founding is oddly
reminiscent of our contemporary situation—around the start of the 20th century,
a populist movement in North Dakota renounced the high fees farmers were being
charged by out-of-state financiers and pushed for a local bank that would be
tasked with “promoting agriculture, commerce and industry.” Local commercial
banks were concerned that a public bank would drive them out of business and
managed to convince the legislature to impose strict limits on what would become
the BND. Initially, the bank was “prohibited from opening branches, engaging
in retail banking, and providing commercial lending other than farm real estate
loans.” A number of these restrictions were later loosened, but the bank still is not
a real substitute for a commercial bank. The BND operates conservatively, shows
itself to be risk averse, and sees “maintaining a strong and stable balance sheet”
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as a key priority. In this sense, it has been hard to use the success of the BND as
an argument for public banks in the broader United States. The bank does provide
affordable loans for small businesses (albeit not for individual consumers), but
“roughly 50 percent of the bank’s loan portfolio consists of loan participations
and loan purchases from community banks,” rather than regular loans. During
financial crises, the bank helps to maintain liquidity in the markets, but it does so
by purchasing loans from smaller banks rather than by actively extending loans.
The BND is a successful experiment in state-ownership of banks, but
the restrictions imposed on it by the legislature prevent it from being a truly
transformative force. Its lack of access to consumers and emphasis on cooperation
with commercial banks mean that most North Dakotans are still forced to obtain
the majority of their financial services from for-profit companies. Furthermore, the
legislature’s eagerness to use profits from the BND for state expenditures means
that the bank is still required to make a profit—the only difference is that this
money goes back into the local community, rather than towards mostly wealthy
shareholders. The bank’s conservative approach to investments may also not
produce socially optimal outcomes seeing as many investments with significant
potential upsides, such as small business loans or mortgages for low-income
families, have a fairly high risk profile. Instead of maintaining a low-risk balance
sheet, the BND could focus on providing loans that “serve a social purpose but that
the private sector would find too risky.” It is also important to note that the BND
has operated independently of political forces. Rick Clayburgh, president of the
North Dakota Bankers Association and former state tax commissioner and state
legislator, has said: “Our legislature... has kept their politics out of the governance
of the Bank of North Dakota”. The supposed interdependence between public
banks and the legislature is an oft-cited criticism against public banks, and this
paper will explore the veracity of this claim further in the following chapters. In
the case of the BND, concerns of the legislature influencing the bank’s decisions
appear to be unfounded.
The Bank of North Dakota is a successful institution, but it has hardly
lived up to the disruptive potential of a public bank. More than anything else, the
BND shows that merely having a state-owned bank is not enough to achieve the
goals set out at the start of this paper—a bank has to provide a viable alternative to
the commercial banking sector, as well as have a set goal of promoting investments
that serve a social purpose, if it is to meaningfully change the way the finance
sector operates today.
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b. Germany’s Public Banks: The Sparkassen
Germany’s commercial financial sector consists of three “pillars”: commercial
banks, cooperative banks (owned by their customers), and public banks. Examples
of the last include the aforementioned Sparkassen and Landesbanken, which
engage in wholesale banking, as well as the LBS Bayerische Landesbausparkasse,
a public sector loan and building association. Sparkassen are a unique example of
state-owned, easily accessible banks that offer basic commercial banking services
to consumers and small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The Sparkassen
have been operating since 1778 and were originally founded by merchants hoping
to support local communities. Today, the Sparkassen have over fifteen thousand
branches and control over €2 trillion in assets. The banks operate in a decentralized
manner with strong geographic boundaries, meaning that each city or region has
its own Sparkasse that serves local clients and provides loans for local investments.
The banks are owned by the cities or regions in which they operate but are also
are backed by a national organization that maintains a “rainy day fund” which
Sparkassen can tap into, so that a region of Germany experiencing financial distress
can obtain support from Sparkassen in prospering regions.
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Image 5: Representative structure of the Sparkassen system
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Germany’s Sparkassen are mandated by law to serve the public interest
and promote regional development. In fact, their success is measured not by
returns generated for shareholders or profit, but by their impact on the communities
they serve. Stakeholder value, rather than shareholder value, is the key metric
by which these banks are judged. Instead of generating profits for those who
invested in the bank, the Sparkassen are required to deliver returns for local
stakeholders. Such stakeholders include local residents, small businesses, and
municipal governments. The banks are highly popular with their audience, with
about 70% of all SMEs obtaining their financing from a Sparkasse. About 60%
of all Germans interact with these banks in some way, with low-income families
specifically making up the largest part of the Sparkassen’s customers. This broad
reach is partly because of their indiscriminate approach to banking—they are
mandated to not deny anyone a savings account, and they must provide the same
rate of return for each customer. Furthermore, the legislature explicitly states
that Sparkassen are supposed to “satisfy the credit demands of local businesses.”
Besides serving customers and enterprises, Sparkassen fund socially desirable
projects with the express intent of promoting the public interest. The banks together
provided €488 million (about $550 million) to social projects in 2018 alone, and
a 2015 report estimated that the banks added about €20 billion in value to local
communities that year, equal to about 0.66% of Germany’s 2015 GDP. They also
provide significant funding for start-ups, infrastructure repairs, and other socially
desirable activities.
Notwithstanding the several benefits associated with the Sparkassen
system, the banks have been regularly criticized by European and American
economists alike. Many of these critics primarily take issue with the concept of a
state-owned bank rather than with a specific issue present in the system, but others
have identified some salient flaws in the way the Sparkassen are run.
Political involvement in the day-to-day operations of the banks has been
and remains an area of concern. A study by the Brussels-based think tank Bruegel
notes that, in the eight states they surveyed, 83% of the Sparkassen’s board chairs
were current county heads or municipality heads. In five out of eight states, every
single board chair was a current politician. More broadly, 18% of board members
were politicians. Moreover, in the only state where politicians publicly declare
their income, board chair fees made up an average of 12% of a politician’s income.
The mayor of Regensburg, the fourth-largest city of Bavaria, is currently standing
trial for accepting significant campaign donations from a real estate developer,
allegedly in exchange for a favorable loan from the Sparkasse where the mayor held
a board seat. Such cases are rare, but the degree of entwinement between politicians
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and the public banks is certainly cause for concern. Little research has been done
on inefficiencies in the Sparkassen system caused by political entanglement, so
the severity of these findings remains unclear. An American public bank could
certainly model itself after the Sparkassen, but it might benefit from an explicit
separation between currently serving politicians and the bank itself, if only to
maintain public trust in the system.

5. Looking Forward: Public Banking Initiatives in the United
States
The public banking movement has seen a resurgence of sorts in the last decade,
and a number of states and cities have introduced legislation to either establish a
public bank or to conduct feasibility studies. Most notably, current New Jersey
governor Phil Murphy ran his campaign partly on the promise of establishing a
public bank, and he sponsored a bill on his first day in office to achieve that goal.
Maine, Vermont, and New York have also voted on bills to establish state banks.
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Image 6: Public banking efforts by state
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Feasibility studies have generally predicted positive results. For example,
a 2011 feasibility study predicted that a public bank would generate 3,500 new jobs
in Maine, a 2013 study found that a public bank would create about 2,500 new jobs
and $200 million in value added to the economy in Vermont, and a study for the
city of Santa Fe found that every $1 million in lending from a public bank would
generate an additional ten jobs in the local economy. Exceptions are the feasibility
studies for California and DC. Both studies found that establishing a public bank
would be legally difficult and capital intensive. The DC study is interesting in that
it heavily relied on advice from the Federal Reserve, which stated that the income
a city or state can gain by having a public bank is “relatively minor” and that
the risk of losses is “real.” It is important to note that the Federal Reserve might
have an inherent aversion to public banks, as these are not placed under the Fed’s
supervision. Aside from this criticism, the DC study also found that public banks
would spur local economic development and infrastructure investment, as well as
reduce risk exposure of the financial system. The final version of the DC report is
still being edited and is due to be released sometime later this year.
Feasibility studies may have produced mixed results, but there has
been nothing mixed about the legislative response to the idea of public banks.
Maine’s bill was sent back from committee with a majority saying it should not
pass. Vermont’s bill to establish a public bank did not pass either (although the
legislature did approve $350 million in local investment instead), and New Jersey
seems to have put its plans for a public bank on hold. As of today, North Dakota
remains the only state with a public bank. The idea is seen as overly socialist
by many, and as overly complex and costly by others. The DC feasibility study
claimed that direct government spending towards socially beneficial programs
would be far less complex and costly than establishing a public bank, which seems
to be an argument that many lawmakers have bought into.
Legal challenges also cause many legislators to view public banks
unfavorably. Specifically, many state constitutions have provisions against “lending
the credit of the state.” However, the Supreme Court’s ruling in Craig v. Missouri
holds that such provisions “[do] not interfere with the power of a state to authorize
banks to issue bank notes in the form of due-bills or of similar character, intended
to pass as currency on the faith and credit of the bank itself, and not of the state
which authorizes their issuance.” As such, banks (public or commercial) are able
to provide credit that passes as currency. In Briscoe v. Bank of Commonwealth
of Kentucky (1837), the Court held that Kentucky’s state bank did not violate
the Constitution, as its loans contained “no pledge of the faith of the state for the
notes issued by the institution.” The issue at hand is whether activities that are at
the core of the bank’s operations (lending, investing, etc.) are explicitly backed
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by a government guarantee. If so, public banks would have an unfair advantage
over private banks. So far, no proposal for a state bank has indicated that the
bank would rely on such a state-sanctioned “pledge of faith,” and as such, it is
unlikely that the constitutionality of a public bank could be challenged on these
grounds. Furthermore, the Bank of North Dakota is proof that it is constitutionally
permissible to operate a public bank.

6. Conclusion: An Uncertain Future
There is a strong case to be made for the establishment of regional public banks
throughout the United States. Increased control over the money supply, greater access
to affordable loans for low-income families and small businesses, higher returns on
savings accounts, and a lower risk profile would all result from having a public bank
in place. As it stands, commercial banks largely engage in rent-seeking behavior.
Predatory lending practices, low interest on savings accounts, and high credit card
rates serve to generate profits for large banks by taking money from the economically
vulnerable. The IMF has found that, as the financial sector grows relative to the size
of the economy, inequality increases. Recent research by economists at Columbia
University confirms this rise in inequality, and further found that this effect is not
significantly offset by the easier access to credit financial markets supposedly provide.
As it stands, encouraging progress is being made in many places. Feasibility studies
are an important first step in moving this idea into the mainstream, and we might soon
see a bill to establish a state bank appear in New Jersey. However, the unfortunate
truth remains that lawmakers view public banks unfavorably. Beyond the practical
hurdles associated with establishing one, there seems to be a general sentiment that a
public bank would not fit with the capitalist ideals of the United States. Lenin’s claim
that “without [public] banks, socialism would be impossible. The big banks are the
‘state apparatus’ which we need to bring about socialism [...]” has fundamentally
linked the idea of a state bank with an overly leftist vision for many.
I would argue that a public bank is fundamentally American. It is a state
apparatus that enables the government to more efficiently support entrepreneurship,
local communities, and infrastructure. A public bank, if given proper direction, could
facilitate the achievement of the elusive American Dream. The Founders vocally
opposed monopolies, championed a stable currency, and believed all should be
able to acquire property and benefit from public infrastructure. Stiglitz wrote that,
Rather than justice for all, we are evolving into a system of justice for those who
can afford it. We have banks that are not only too big to fail, but too big to be held
accountable. [...] The only true and sustainable prosperity is shared prosperity.
Commercial banks today are hurdles keeping us from innovation,
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wealth creation, and achieving equality. A bank should facilitate the dreams of
entrepreneurs from all backgrounds, not just those from Silicon Valley. It should
not charge the poor more than the rich. In many ways, commercial banks violate
some of the core values on which this country was founded. In short, there is
nothing un-American about a state bank.
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Introduction:
Modern technology has allowed investors, especially in developed markets, to gain
access to a wealth of information about events that affect equity prices almost
instantaneously, ultimately making it more difficult for investors in developed
economies to ‘beat the market’. Such markets, where prices fully reflect all
available information, are considered to be efficient; according to the efficient
market hypothesis, opportunities for arbitrage in efficient markets are scarce, if
not impossible. In this context, the typical investor could only generate higher
returns by taking on greater risks. If this was the case, inefficient markets would be
fundamentally more profitable for the informed investor as arbitrage opportunities
are abundant and riskless profit can be made once the investor correctly identifies
mispriced assets. This line of reasoning suggests that inefficiency in emerging
markets might attract foreign portfolio investment (FPI) inflows, since investors
in the developed world would seek to exploit the arbitrage opportunities in those
inefficient markets.
Market inefficiency in emerging economies is often at least partially due to poor
property rights and weak institutional arrangements, such as unstable and corrupt
political systems, not fully as a result of economic fundamentals, such as lack of
financial development and domestic investor behavior. If inefficiency in an emerging
market were to be largely a result of poor property rights and weak institutions, the
ability of foreign investors to properly exploit arbitrage opportunities would be
low and the institutional risk borne by investing in the market would be high, as
unstable political environments foster volatile asset prices. Under such conditions,
one might very well expect inefficient markets to drive away FPI. However, if
the institutional quality of an investing environment is held constant and market
inefficiencies are a result of economic fundamentals, then one should expect such
a market to attract FPI.
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Emerging Markets
This paper finds evidence that, after accounting for a given level of institutional risk,
potential simultaneity, and time of information absorption, there is no significant
relationship between market inefficiency and FPI. To explain the inconsistency
between theory and empirical evidence, I suggest an extension to the equity home
bias theory. Since capital is abundant in wealthy nations where markets are efficient,
investors that account for a majority of FPI inflows into emerging economies would
be more familiar with and thus more optimistic about efficient markets since they
more closely resemble their domestic investing environment. If a large enough
number of foreign investors show a clear preference for efficient markets, the
magnitude of their actions may very well offset that of unbiased investors looking
to exploit arbitrage opportunities in inefficient markets. The paper proposes that,
while market inefficiency should theoretically attract FPI, holding institutional
risk constant, empirical evidence fails to show this relationship because foreign
investors from the developed world exhibit a preference for more efficient markets
that they are familiar with.

A Survey of Theory and Existing Literature
In documenting market efficiency among developing countries, Morck et al. found
that the relationship between GDP per capita and price synchronicity can largely
be explained by weak institutional arrangements and poor property rights. Their
research not only provides a theoretical framework for this paper but also suggests
an important measure of market inefficiency. Institutional shortcomings, especially
poor property rights, discourages informed trading in the market as volatile political
environments make it difficult for investors to price assets and retain their earnings
(Morck 15, 16). The lack of informed investors would increase the magnitude of
noise trading’s effect on the market. Since noise traders are uninformed and exhibit
poor market timing (the buy high-sell low effect), their actions would not only lead
to excess volatility in the market, but also push prices of different stocks to move
synchronously away from their fundamental values (De Long 705, 715). Morck
et al.’s paper presents empirical evidence supporting the above theory, as the
observed relationship between GDP per capita and price synchronicity is rendered
insignificant once property rights have been accounted for (Morck 22). This
conclusion directly implies that, if protection of property rights is the only factor
affecting the level of information reflected in prices, one can use price synchronicity
as an appropriate proxy for market efficiency (i.e. better property rights lead to more
informed traders, less price synchronicity, and a more efficient market). However,
there are certainly other factors affecting the level of information reflected in stock
prices. I argue that, in the absence of property rights violations, price synchronicity
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would remain an appropriate proxy as less synchronous prices would indicate that
the market captures higher levels of firm-specific information and has a higher
concentration of informed traders. Additionally, the lower prevalence and less
developed nature of financial institutions in emerging markets would decrease
the number of informed traders and thus increase price synchronicity while
lowering market efficiency. In the subsequent analysis, I will refer to the following
factors as economic fundamentals affecting market efficiency: domestic investor
behavior, prevalence of financial institutions, quality of financial institutions, and
technological development. This claim is particularly important, as the paper seeks
to differentiate between market inefficiency caused by economic fundamentals and
that caused by poor political institutions.
Markets are efficient if “security prices at any time ‘fully reflect’ all
available information” (Fama 383). Since efficient markets already reflect “all
obviously publicly available information”, it would be very difficult for investors
to obtain higher returns without undertaking greater risk (Fama 414). Rational
investors who seek to increase returns while lowering risk would then be drawn
to less efficient markets where arbitrage opportunities are more easily available.
Thus, upon first glance, it seems that inefficient emerging markets would be more
attractive to foreign investors, especially those from developed countries with
efficient markets. Since most foreign portfolio investment comes from wealthier
nations where capital is abundant, one could expect that less efficient markets, those
with higher price synchronicity, would generate higher levels of FPI. However, this
conjecture fails to consider the factors that lead to market inefficiency in developing
countries and the preferences of foreign investors. The following paragraphs
present two potential explanations for why emerging markets that are less efficient
might fail to attract FPI.
The first explanation comes directly from the work of Morck et al. on
price synchronicity in emerging markets. While poor property rights decrease
market efficiency, they also increase both the opportunity cost—the time spent
gathering information to identify asset mispricing—and risk of arbitrage trading.
Political events are also typically much harder to predict in these countries and,
given the poor property rights, “risk arbitrageurs who do make correct predictions
may not be allowed to keep their earnings, […] especially if the risk arbitrageurs
are political outsiders” (Morck 15). Thus, if the observed market inefficiency is
largely the result of poor property rights and weak institutional arrangements,
the expected relationship between price synchronicity and FPI becomes more
complicated. While inefficient markets still present certain arbitrage opportunities
for investors, the risk of investing in an environment with poor property rights may
very well drive foreign investors away.

Emerging Markets
Another potential explanation comes from an extension of the equity
home bias theory. The traditional equity home bias theory states that investors are
more inclined to hold domestic stocks despite the potential benefits of international
diversification. This phenomenon was first analyzed in 1991, when French and
Poterba found that domestic investors expect returns around 300 basis points
higher than foreign investors when looking at the identical market (French 4). The
optimism in domestic markets would then lead investors to prefer a domestic stock
over an international one, even if the economic values of the two stocks do not
differ from each other. The equity home bias theory implies that investors prefer
assets they feel more familiar with and such preferences can often offset the actual
economic differences between any two assets. This paper argues that investors
from developed countries with efficient markets would naturally prefer stocks in
more efficient markets of the developing world as they more closely resemble their
domestic investing environment. Since most FPI comes from wealthier nations in
the developed world, even if one observes an inefficient market in a country with
strong property rights and therefore higher chances of arbitrage without bearing
institutional risk, such a market might not attract FPI as most foreign investors
would prefer to hold assets in efficient markets with which they are more familiar.
Existing literature shows that a simple analysis of FPI and price
synchronicity is not enough to uncover the fundamental relationship between
market efficiency and FPI inflows. To properly understand whether investors are
truly drawn to inefficient markets due to opportunities of arbitrage, one must first
take into account the institutional risk inherent in emerging markets. Only after
accounting for the protection of property rights can one expect there to be a positive
correlation between price synchronicity, essentially a measure of market efficiency,
and FPI inflows. Empirical results that do not align with such expectations would
be consistent with the story of equity home bias theory, where foreign investors
prefer efficient markets as a result of familiarity and resemblance to their domestic
markets.

Constructing the Data Set
The paper analyzes nine emerging markets: Brazil, Chile, China, Greece, India,
Malaysia, Mexico, Thailand, and Turkey. The choice of these countries is based on
their per capita GDP, the size of their domestic equity market, and data availability.
The time period observed ranges roughly between 2000 and 2016. I shall note here
that the somewhat arbitrary decision to characterize these countries as emerging
markets through per capita GDP and choosing countries with sufficient stock
listings may introduce sampling bias. A future extension of this paper may be to
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include a larger number of developing countries and test the robustness of this
study by shifting the per capita GDP cutoff used to define emerging markets.
Due to limited resources, this paper uses an approximation for its main
variable of interest, price synchronicity. To obtain a price synchronicity index for
each country and year, I collected weekly stock returns (between 2000 and 2016)
for the companies listed on a popular index of the given country. Table 1 details the
exact indexes used to construct the price synchronicity data. Given a country, the
price synchronicity of year T is then constructed as follows:
SyncT=w∈Tmax(Upw, Downw)Upw+Downw1NT
The above equation states that for every week w in year T, I calculated the
number of stocks that rose in share price (if closing price was higher than opening
price), the number of stocks that dropped in share price (if closing price was lower
than opening price), and divided the maximum of the two numbers by the total
number of stocks that experienced a change in share price. An arithmetic mean is
then computed for the given NT weeks in year T. Note that this calculation is based
on Morck et al.’s methods of finding price synchronicity, with the denominator
constructed to include only stocks with changed share prices to avoid non-trading
bias (Morck 5). Given the method of calculation, a price synchronicity of 0.5 would
indicate that prices do not move together at all while high price synchronicity (such
as 0.9) would indicate an inefficient market. Data for other variables were obtained
through the World Bank, Transparency International, and World Integrated Trade
Solutions (WITS). The following section will discuss the methodologies and
rationale for including each regressor.

Analytical Methodology
Given the panel structure of the data, the paper will use a fixed effects model on
the country level with robust standard errors to analyze the relationship between
market efficiency and foreign portfolio investment. The fixed effects model would
allow for the paper to account for unobserved but time-constant differences between
countries, therefore yielding a less biased estimate. The fixed effects model was
chosen over a random effects model on empirical grounds. The Sargan-difference
test of overidentifying restrictions yielded a Sargan-Hansen statistic of 566.9 when
applied to a random effects regression with robust standard errors, which indicates
a significant level of overidentification in the model.

Emerging Markets
Initially, I estimated a simple fixed effects model with price synchronicity as the
only explanatory variable:
FPIit=α+βSyncit+i+eit (1)
However, the coefficient for the model is difficult to interpret and
meaningless to this paper’s purpose. While the paper is primarily interested in
exploring the effect of market inefficiency (caused by non-institutional factors)
on FPI inflows to emerging markets, the coefficient presented in Equation 1 is
theoretically biased downwards as the result of institutional risks present in
emerging markets with high price synchronicity. More specifically, one can see that
is subject to omitted variable bias because the level of corruption drives up price
synchronicity (positive correlation) and discourages foreign investors (negative
correlation with FPI). Additionally, could be affected by other confounding
variables as a result of selection bias.
To properly identify how FPI is affected by market inefficiency caused by
economic fundamentals, one must account for the level of political risk the investor
must bear to participate in the market and other confounding variables with the
following fixed effects model:
FPIit=α+1Syncit+2Corruptionit+3Xit+i+eit (2)
Note that Corruptionit reflects the Corruption Perception Index of country
i in year t, obtained from Transparency International. The author calculated
Corruptionit=(100- Corruption Perception Index) so that 0 represents no corruption
and 100 is the value for the most corrupt extreme. Ideally, the paper would’ve
liked to use the “good government” index from Morck et al.’s work that included
factors specific to property rights protection but financial constraints limited the
data collection process (Morck 15). Xit is a vector of time-varying country-level
characteristics that consists of the following variables: GDP per capita, inflation
volatility, market capitalization of domestic companies (in current US dollars),
and capital openness. Inflation volatility is calculated by taking the 5-year moving
coefficient of variance of each country’s consumer price index (obtained from the
World Bank). Capital openness is measured by the standardized version of the
Chinn-Ito Index (Chinn). GDP per capita and inflation volatility could both be
omitted variables as they both are significant indicators of an economy’s stability
and development, in turn affecting confidence levels in foreign investors. Market
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capitalization indicates both the breadth and depth of the domestic financial markets,
as a higher levels of market capitalization would provide more opportunities for
foreign investors and increase FPI inflows. Although intuition suggests that capital
openness would be a significant factor in affecting foreign investment, empirical
evidence from existing literature suggests that capital controls on FDI and FPI have
no significant impact on FPI inflows (Li 228, 230). The variable was still included
in Equation 2 largely because theory implies that capital controls would increase
the opportunity cost for foreign investors to invest in the domestic market and
therefore decrease FPI. To test for robustness of the results, I removed the variable
from the model and found no significant changes to the parameters of interest.
Pre-existing theory and literature suggested that each of the variables included
in the vector Xit would be correlated with FPI inflows. Thus, the model should
include these variables as controls in the regression to minimize standard errors
and account for any sampling bias.
To account for potential information absorption time, I re-estimated
Equation 1 and 2 with lagged price synchronicity, inflation volatility, and GDP per
capita. If these factors were to exhibit greater cross-year variations than withinyear shifts, then the incorporation of the lagged independent variables would
allow for the possibility of foreign investors “reacting” to changes in their values
in the next time period. I chose to not pursue a fully lagged model because market
capitalization and capital controls are present constraints on the foreign investor’s
choice set. Further, the corruption index remained period t as well since it measures
the level of corruption perceived by the public at time t, which is a direct factor in
determining the level of FPI in the same time period. Additionally, a fixed effects
lagged-distributed model was also estimated as follows:
FPIit=α+1Syncit+2Syncit-1+3Corruptit+5Xit+6Yit-1+νi+eit (3)
Note that Syncit-1 and Yit-1 are lagged price synchronicity and lagged
vector of control variables, hence they are values of country i in year t-1.
The paper conducted further robustness tests by removing 2008 from the
estimated models. Figure 1 shows that FPI inflows in observed countries dropped
dramatically as a result of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). Figure 2 shows
the average price synchronicity among the observed countries across time and
indicates that average price synchronicity varies between 75% and 70% for most of
the years with no significant change during the GFC. One can see that the patterns
exhibited by the data during the GFC is an aberration caused by an external shock,
which could affect both the precision and accuracy of previous estimations. The
paper accounts for this by re-estimating all the previous models with a smaller
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sample size that does not include 2008. Although doing so limits the power of the
test, the removal of the outlier (2008) should offer a more accurate estimate of the
effect market efficiency has on FPI.

Empirical Results
Before estimating the models specified in the Methodology section, one must
return to examine an earlier claim: “price synchronicity would remain an
appropriate proxy under [scenarios in which other factors (besides poor property
rights) affect the level of information reflected in stock prices] as well, since less
synchronous prices would indicate that the market captures higher levels of firmspecific information”. Table 2 Column 1 shows an estimated fixed effects model
that captures the relationship between price synchronicity and institutional risk
(represented by the Corruption Perception Index). As expected, the coefficient for
the Corruption Index is positive, since higher levels of corruption means more
institutional risk and thus higher price synchronicity. The estimated coefficient is
statistically significant. Most notably, the R-squared for the estimation is only around
8%, indicating that there are certainly other factors, such as market inefficiency
due to economic fundamentals and the quality of financial institutions, that affect
price synchronicity. Additionally, Table 2 Column 2 shows a negative correlation
between corruption and FPI inflows, as expected. Although the relationship is not
statistically significant, theory suggests that it would bias the estimates of Equation
2 downwards.
Tables 3, 4, and 5 show the estimated regressions specified in the
Methodology section. Table 3 displays the estimates obtained by using the “present”
model without any lagged variables while Table 4 shows the results after lagging
the appropriate independent variables. Table 5 shows the estimates obtained from
the lag distributed model (Equation 3). In Table 3, the first two columns represent
Equation 1 and 2 without the lagged independent variables. The first column shows
a negative and marginally significant (at the 10% threshold, p=0.054) coefficient
for price synchronicity, with the point estimate show approximately $0.605 billion
decrease with every 1 percentage point increase of price synchronicity. This is not
surprising, as price synchronicity caused by institutional risk would most likely
drive foreign investors away. The second column on Table 3 also show a negative
and marginally significant coefficient for price synchronicity. Although this
coefficient is greater in magnitude ($0.967 billion decrease for every 1 percentage
point increase in price synchronicity), it has a larger confidence interval than that
of the first model and is less statistically significant (p=0.066). Columns 3 and
4, estimates after removing 2008, exhibits a similar pattern as the coefficient for
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price synchronicity is negative and statistically significant (at the 5% threshold)
when it’s the only regressor in the model but no longer significant once the model
accounts for institutional risks and other sources of selection bias (Column 4, Table
3). Table 4 incorporates lagged price synchronicity, inflation volatility, and GDP
per capita. Columns 1 and 2 show the results of Equation 1 and 2 when with the
lagged independent variables replacing their non-lagged counterparts. Columns 3
and 4 show those same models estimated after removing 2008 from the sample.
The results across all columns are consistent in that the coefficient for lagged price
synchronicity are all positive but statistically insignificant even after accounting
for the downward bias caused by institutional risks.
Interpreting the results of Table 3, the paper finds that market inefficiency
(proxied by price synchronicity) drives foreign investors away mostly as a result of
the poor property rights that created the inefficient market in the first place. This
effect is exhibited by the negative and (marginally) significant coefficient for price
synchronicity in Column 1 and 3. Once the model accounts for institutional risk
and potential selection bias, market inefficiency remains negatively correlated with
FPI inflows but at a less significant level in Column 2 and completely insignificant
when 2008 is removed from the sample, as shown in Column 4. If the level of
institutional risk does not change and the market becomes more inefficient (price
synchronicity rises), theory suggests that more investors would be drawn to the
market as they seek to exploit arbitrage opportunities. This theory implies that
a model which accounts for institutional risk should generate a positive and
significant coefficient for price synchronicity. However, empirical evidence does
not support this conjecture and instead illustrates that market inefficiency stemming
from causes unrelated to institutional risks either does not significantly affect or
decreases the level of FPI inflows, depending on whether year 2008 was included in
the sample. Results obtained by the lagged models fit the theory slightly better, as
the coefficient for lagged price synchronicity is positive, as shown in Table 4. Both
Column 2 and 4 of Table 4 exhibit point estimates that indicate a $0.42 billion rise
in FPI inflows per percentage point increase in lagged price synchronicity (decrease
in market efficiency). However, this estimate is not statistically significant, which
could be a result of the small sample size and thus less power / minimal detectable
effect. Further, Column 2 and 4 of Table 4 showed a higher point estimate than
Column 1 and 3 of the same table, respectively, fitting the theory that not including
corruption as a covariate would downwardly bias our estimate.
Considering the empirical results on both tables (with and without the
lagged component), one can see that, once institutional risks are accounted for,
changes in market efficiency does not significantly affect FPI inflows. A potential
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explanation for this phenomenon is an extension of the equity home bias theory,
in which foreign investors from the developed world feel more familiar and are
thus more optimistic about efficient markets. Hence, market inefficiency (under
the same level of institutional risk) can both attract investors through opportunities
of arbitrage and drive away investors through its unfamiliar nature. If those effects
offset each other, one would observe no significant relationship between market
inefficiency and FPI inflows after accounting for institutional risk. That said, it is
more probable that Table 4 is the better model, as it lagged certain independent
variables that investors would be “reacting” to in period t based on their information
in period t-1. To further test this, a lag distributed model was estimated in Table
5 to show that price synchronicity in period t-1 is indeed positively correlated
with FPI inflows in period t, even after account for price synchronicity in period t.
However, as before, the estimate is not statistically significant, most likely due to
a combination of small sample size and the potentially offsetting effect from the
equity home bias theory.

Robustness Tests
Another potential explanation for the insignificant coefficient for price synchronicity
is a reverse causality chain between FPI inflows and market efficiency. The paper
argues that increased FPI inflows can lead to higher market efficiency in emerging
economies. As established, a majority of FPI in emerging markets come from
developed countries where capital is abundant. These developed countries also
have better financial institutions, which help “foreign” investors make more
informed decisions than their domestic counterparts in the developing country. If
one assumes that most foreign investors in emerging markets are more informed
than their domestic counterparts, then an increase in FPI inflow would mean more
informed investors in the market and therefore an increase in market efficiency.
Incorporating this conjecture, one can obtain three distinct factors that affect
market efficiency in emerging economies: level of institutional risk, amount of
foreign investment (FPI inflows), and other economic fundamentals. Since the
paper is only interested in the relationship between market inefficiency caused by
economic fundamentals and FPI inflows, it must account for the first two factors.
Equation 2 properly accounts for the level of institutional risk but fails to address
the joint relationship between market efficiency and FPI inflows.
I used a three-stage least squares method to estimate the following simultaneous
equations system:
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FPI=γ+1Sync+2X+3GDP+e2 (4)
Sync=α+1FPI+2Corruption+3(HH Index)+4GDP+e1 (5)
The variable HH Index, the Hirschman Herfindahl Index for exported
products (obtained from WITS), was added to account for the level of economic
specialization, since more specialized economies tend to experience greater price
synchronicity (Morck 9). Additionally, the fixed-effects approach was replaced
with a least-squares dummy variable approach by adding a dummy variable for
every panel value except one. The results of this model are shown in Table 6, with
the coefficients for the panel dummy variables suppressed from the output. The
first two columns show the estimates for both endogenous variables (Equation 4
and 5) when using the entire sample size and the second set of columns shows the
results after removing 2008 from the sample.
Even after addressing the simultaneity problem in the non-lagged model,
the paper fails to find a significant relationship between market efficiency and FPI.
Although the coefficients for price synchronicity are positive, as shown by Column
1 and 3 in Table 6, they are statistically insignificant. Additionally, these estimates
fail to provide empirical evidence in favor of the claim that FPI leads to more
efficient markets in developing countries; both Column 2 and 4 show insignificant
positive coefficients for FPI when it’s used as an independent variable in estimating
price synchronicity.
As stated previously, theory and empirical evidence (from Table 4)
suggest that a model with lagged price synchronicity and corruption index would
better capture the causal relationship between market efficiency and FPI. If the
lagged model is a better fit and the conjecture of reverse causality remains valid,
then changes in FPI inflows in time period t-1 would affect market efficiency of
time period t-1, which in turn would influence the FPI inflows of time period t. To
put it simply, FPI and market efficiency are two endogenous variables that are both
sequentially and jointly determined. A precise and accurate estimate of the effect
market inefficiency (when caused by economic fundamentals) has on FPI inflows
would then require a model that allows for both sequential and simultaneous
relationship between market efficiency and FPI. I estimated such relationship with
the following equation:
FPIit=α+1Syncit-1+2Corruptit+3Xit+4Yit-1+5FPIit-1+νi+eit (6)
where FPIit-1 is the lagged FPI variable. This equation would allow us to “parse
out” the reverse causality effects on market efficiency caused by changes in FPI
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inflows. Thus, 1 would be the unbiased estimate if such reverse causality indeed
exists. Results in Table 7 show a point estimate of between $0.14 to $0.28 billions
of FPI increase per percentage point increase in the lagged price synchronicity
(depending on whether or not 2008 is included in the sample). However, this
estimate is also not statistically significant, most likely due to the same reasons
addressed earlier in the previous section.

Conclusion and Avenues for Future Research:
Due to the lack of available data and time constraints, there are a number of
robustness tests and models I wished to estimate but was unable to do so. As
mentioned earlier, the paper used an approximation for price synchronicity.
Although the approximated values fall somewhat around those provided by Morck
et al.’s research (provided on Table 2 of Morck’s article, for year 1995), using the
actual price synchronicity of all stocks, as opposed to that of index stocks, in each
given country and year would reduce sampling bias in the estimated models. I
also wished to estimate the same fixed effects models but replace the Corruption
Perception Index with the “good government” index constructed by Morck et
al. that more closely represents the institutional risks foreign investors face in
emerging markets.
Ultimately, using a fixed effects model and a three-stage least squares
estimation of a simultaneous equations system, this paper finds evidence consistent
with an extension of the equity home bias theory. Economic theory suggests that,
under the same level of institutional risks, inefficient markets should attract foreign
investors and therefore increase the level of FPI inflows into an emerging market.
Empirical evidence shows that there is no statistically significant relationship
between market efficiency and FPI inflows once the protection of property rights
has been accounted for. At “best”, empirical evidence suggests a $0.42 billion rise
in FPI per percentage point increase in lagged price synchronicity, but the point
estimate is statistically insignificant. This paper proposes that one can reconcile the
inconsistency between theory and empirical evidence by looking at an extension
of the home bias theory, where some foreign investors prefer efficient markets
because they more closely represent their domestic investing environment.
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